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I. I NTRODLCT ION 

Interest in the physical and biological characteristics of charged particle 

radiations has greatly increased over the past ten years because of their 

potential usefulness for the understanding and treatment of cancer. With the 

growing expertise in accelerator design, it has become practical to investigate 

the radiobiological actions of these ions. The construction of synchrotrons 

at Princeton and Berkeley (Grunder et al., 1971; White et al., 1971; Isaila 

et al., 1972) first permitted examination of the biological effects of heavy 

ions with atomic numbers (z) between 6 and 18 at higher energies than were 

previously available (i.e., several hundred MeV/u). Although the initial 

heavy-ion energies at these machines were limited as to the production of 

beams with clinically significant ranges in tissue, biological studies 

indicated a likelihood of an enhanced therapeutic potential as compared to ion 

beams of lower atomic number (Tobias and Todd, 1967; Tobias, 1973). Because 

the range of particle beams at a fixed energy per nucleon decreases with 

increasing z of the particle, tissue penetration of the heavy-ion beams is 

limited by the magnet radius and field used in the accelerator. 

Today we have variable energy beams that have more than sufficient range 

to penetrate the human body. This was accomplished at the Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory (LBL) by using a high energy linear accelerator (the HILAC) as an 

ion source for the high energy Bevatron (Ghiorso et al., 1973). The permanent 

installation of the HILAC source into the Bevatron created the Bevalac 

accelerator complex, which was completed in 1974. The major goals of the 

radiobiological program at the Bevalac have been: (1) to obtain a fundamental 

understanding of the nature of high-energy, heavy-ion effects on living cells 

and tissues; (2) to test the biological rationale for the therapeutic use of 
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heavy ions; (3) to test the dose-effect-time relationships of heavy ions on 

mammalian cells and tissues in order to enable the therapist to deliver 

effective therapy sequences safely; and finally, (4) to study molecular, 

cellular, and tissue aspects of heavy ion effects which relate to 

carcinogenesis, mutagenesis, and the effects of high-energy, heavy particles 

in space. 

This article parallels the recent review of heavy-ion tissue radiobiology 

(Leith et al., 1982). Cell transformation effects due to heavy ions (Yang and 

Tobias, 1980 have been separately reviewed. There are also several recent 

books (Raju, 1980; Fowler, 1981; Skarsgard, 1983), and the published 

proceedings of a recent symposium (Hall, 1982), which provide rather complete 

overviews of physical and biological high LET particle data of interest for 

radiotherapy. This chapter reviews studies of: (1) the dose-response of 

various~ _vitro mammalian cell lines to high-energy carbon, neon, silicon, 

and argon beams under aerobic and hypoxic exposure conditions; (2) repair and 

expression of damage; and {3) the effects of cell age and of chemical 

modifiers on heavy-ion effects. The results of these studies generally 

justify and support earlier proposals made with respect to the potential 

clinical usefulness of high-energy, heavy-ion beams (Castro and Quivey, 1977), 

and Phase I and II clinical trials using these beams are in progress (Castro 

and Lawrence, 1978; Castro et al., 1980, 1982; Castro, 1981). 
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II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Early accelerated proton, deuteron, and helium beams were successfully used 

for the cyclotron production of radioisotopes for the therapy of leukemia and 

polycthemia vera (Hamilton and Stone, 1937a; 1973b; Lawrence et al., 1939; Hahn 

et al., 1939), for the diagnosis of thyroid diseases (Hamilton and Soley, 

1939), and for the treatment of cancer with radiocolloids (Jones et al., 1939). 

In 1946 Wilson suggested the use of protons for direct radiotherapeutic 

applications. The improved depth-dose distribution of proton and helium beam 

therapy has provided a feasible alternative to conventional radiotherapy, and 

these modalities are considered the treatment of choice for specific treatment 

sites surrounded by critical normal tissues. For reviews see: Lawrence and 

Tobias, 1967; Archambeau et al., 1974; Graffman and Larsson, 1975; Lawrence 

et al., 1976; Linfoot, 1979; Raju, 1980; Larsson, 1980; Verhey and Munzenrider, 

1982. 

Based on physical considerations of improved multiple scattering and 

straggling, and on biological factors such as enhanced cell killing effective

ness, Wilson (1946) also suggested the clinical usefulness of heavier particles 

(e.g., carbon). The additional advantage of enhanced biological killing of 

hypoxic cells by high linear energy transfer (LET) particle beams was suggested 

by Tobias and Todd (1967). The rationale for the use of high LET radiation for 

cancer therapy is thus based on three considerations: depth-dose distribution, 

relative biological effectiveness, and oxygen enhancement ratio. 

A. Depth-Dose Distribution 

The fundamental physical research which preceded the therapeutic 

application of particle beams revealed that charged ions deposit maximal dose 

at the Bragg peak, near the end of their range of penetration (Holloway and 
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Livingston, 1938). The clinical implications of using particle beams to 

improve dose distributions to tumors with the concomitant sparing of surround

ing normal tissues have been compared to the current strategies for improving 

dose distributions with state-of-the-art techniques for super voltage radiation 

modalities (Suit and Goitein~ 1980). Based purely on dose localization, 

particle beams can maximize dose at depth; however, the degree of localization 

of dose with heavy ions is reduced with increasing charge on the ion, but is 

in all cases superior to that achievable with fast neutrons (Raju et a1., 

1978a; Lyman, 1982). Current advances in computerized tomography are used to 

exploit this fact in treatment planning for particle therapy (Chen et al., 

1981; Chen and Pitluck, 1982). 

B. Relative Biological Effectiveness 

A variety of observations have shown that heavily ionizing particulate 

radiations (such as charged particles of atomic number greater than one) are 

several times mare effective per unit dose in producing biological effects than 

are X rays. The concept of high biological effectiveness originated in the 

work of Zirkle (1935; 1936) who studied the lethal effects of alpha particles 

on cells. The early cellular studies of Zirkle and Tobias (1953) with helium 

and deuteron beams demonstrated that in addition to depositing dose at depth, 

these particles had increased effectiveness in the Bragg peak region, which led 

to the development of the terms relative biological effectiveness (RBE) and 

linear energy transfer (LET). 

The International Commission on Radiological Units and Measurements defines 

the RBE as the ratio of absorbed doses of two radiations required to produce 

the same biological effect (ICRU, 1963, 1979). In most determinations of RBE, 
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60co gamma rays are preferred as the standard radiation, although in the 

past it has been customary to use orthovoltage X rays. The definition of LET 

is described in detail later in this chapter. 

Tobias and Todd (1974) have summarized the most relevant early radiobiology 

which led to an understanding of the actions of ionizing particulate radiation 

on microorganisms, mammalian cells, and molecules of biological interest. The 

early accelerated particle radiobiology largely was accomplished at sister 

linear accelerators which were constructed in the 1950s at Yale University and 

at the University of California, Berkeley. Basic dose responses of macromole

cules and viruses to charged particles were initiated by Pollard et al. (1952), 

who demonstrated single hit inactivation and introduced a cross-section concept 

to evaluate such data. The molecular weight of particles, irradiated dry, 

could be estimated fairly accurately from heavy-ion experiments. 

The group in Berkeley began the first cellular experiments with accelerated 

carbon ions {5.6 MeV/u) using~· cerevisiae. Sayeg et al. (1959) demonstrated 

the high relative biological effectiveness of these ions. The effects of 

accelerated low energy heavy ions were explored with a variety of biological 

samples: yeast (Manney et al., 1963), B. megaterium spores (Powers, 1965), 

bacteriophage DNA (Schambra and Hutchinson, 1964), and human lymphocytes 

(Madhvanath et al., 1976). The spores of B. megaterium are very useful for 

radiation research because a number of environmental factors, such as the water 

content, can be accurately controlled. These spores can also survive exposure 

to high vacuum and can be stored and exposed to radiation at a wide range of 

temperatures. The survival curves are exponential functions of dose. Powers 

et al. (1968) exposed dry spores of B. megaterium to a variety of accelerated 

nuclei, from helium to argon, which were produced at the HILAC. Whereas most 

of the damage in dry spores from low LET radiation could be annealed by high 
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temperature or hydrogen sulfide gas, the heavier particles produced irrevers

ible lesions. The oxygen effect was essentially eliminated by the heaviest 

particles and the cross section for inactivation was approximately the same as 

the projected area of the spore nucleus. 

Techniques for radiation studies of cloned human cells were developed by 

Puck and Marcus (1955). Several years later, Barendsen and his colleagues were 

the first to study the killing of cultured human T~1 cells with polonium 

alpha-particles (Barendsen et al., 1960). Later they used cyclotron-produced 

helium ions and deuterons at the Hammersmith Hospital in London (Barendsen 

et al., 1963, 1966; Barendsen and Walter, 1964; Barendsen, 1968a). Survival 

was measured over an LET range from 5.6 to 165 keV/~m by changing the velocity 

of the helium ions. The human cells exhibited a maximum sensitivity to alpha 

particles at 110 keV/~m. Exposure to greater LET values resulted in higher 

survival, which suggested wasted energy deposition or overkill. All survival 

curves obtained at LET values greater than 60 keV/~m were exponential. 

Todd (1964) examined survival effects on the same human cell line used by 

Barendsen, and also on the Chinese hamster M3-l cells cultured in vitro, using 

the Berkeley HILAC. He studied the LET range of 4.5 to 1940 keV/~m at a fixed 

velocity for charged particles from helium to argon. Todd measured a maximum 

RBE value for both cell lines at an LET of 220 keV/~m with carbon ions. 

Survival curves obtained at LET values less than 200 keV/~m appeared 
00 

sigmoidal, whereas at higher LET they appeared exponential. In a single set 

of experiments Todd {1964) also showed that lithium ions of various velocities 

appeared to have similar effectiveness for the inhibition of colony-forming 

ability as did heavier ions having similar LETs (up to 200 keV/~m). This 

suggested biological effects were a unique function of LET. The difference in 

LET values for maximum effectiveness between the Barendsen and Todd results for 
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the same cell line, however, indicated that LEToo might not be an appropriate 

universal parameter (Barendsen, 1968b). Additional biological features of 

reduced repair of radiation damage (Todd, 1964) and suppression of the age~ 

response function (Bird and Burki, 1971) with high LET particle beams have been 

demonstrated and are being further explored for their clinical potential (see 

Section IV below). 

C. Oxygen Enhancement Ratio 

The fact that cells are most sensitive to ionizing radiation in the 

presence of oxygen than in its absence has been known since Holthusen 1 S 

bacterial experiment {1921), and was further substantiated by Henshaw 1 s 

experiments with yeast cells (1940). The first mammalian work on the oxygen 

effect was carried out by Lacassagne (1942). The term oxygen enhancement ratio 

(OER) has been defined as the ratio of absorbed doses required to produce the 

same effect for irradiations in the absence and presence of oxygen. A quanti~ 

tative relationship describing the oxygen concentration dependence of the 

oxygen effect was first established by Alper (1956) and Alper and Howard~ 

Flanders (1956) using bacteria. A summary of the effects of oxygen has been 

presented by Kiefer (1975). 

The relationship of the oxygen effect to the radiation sensitivity of 

tumors was demonstrated by L.H. Gray and his group (Gray et al., 1953). Gray 

suggested that necrotic, hypoxic tumor cells are relatively more resistant to 

low LET X rays and gamma~rays than normal oxygenated cells, and he provided 

evidence that fast neutrons significantly reduced the magnitude of the oxygen 

effect. This led ultimately to neutron therapy trials at Hammersmith hospital 

and elsewhere {for recent review see: Cohen and Awschalom, 1982). 

The fact that the radioresistance of hypoxic cells to low LET radiations 

can be diminished for radiations with high ionization densities suggested an 
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additional rational for the clinical use of charged particle beams (Tobias and 

Todd, 1967). Tobias et al. (1971a) pointed out that accelerated heavy ions 

combine the good depth penetration properties of protons and pions with high 

RBE and low OER. Attention then turned to existing accelerators as possible 

sources of heavy ions, and in August 1971 two independent groups, one at 

Princeton (White et al., 1971) and the other at Berkeley (Grunder et al., 1971) 

accelerated nitrogen ions to several hundred MeV/u kinetic energies by intro

ducing heavier gases into the injector designed for protons. Initial 

biological and physical results were reported by Tobias (1971), Todd et al. 

(1971), and Schimmerling et al. (1973, 1976, 1977). The additional potential 

of using heavy ions for medical research became evident when radioactive beams 

were produced for the first time (Tobias et al., 1971b), and when heavy ions 

produced the first radiographic images (Benton et al., 1973). 

In the next four years the HILAC was adapted as an injector to the Berkeley 

Bevatron, and since 1974 a national heavy-ion physics, nuclear science, and 

biomedical research program has been underway at this hybrid accelerator--the 

Bevalac (Tobias et al., 1979; LBL~ 1977). Particle beams of carbon, neon, 

silicon, argon, and iron are available with variable kinetic energies; the 

highest biomedical energy used to date is 670 MeV/u (silicon and neon), but the 

machine is capable of delivering particles with energies up to 2.1 GeV/u 

(Pirruccello and Tobias, 1980). In 1981 the Bevalac was upgraded with a new 

vacuum liner to permit acceleration of high energy beams of most of the nuclei 

in the periodic table, and in 1982 the first accelerated uranium ions (150 

MeV/u) became available. At the time of this writing, groups in several 

countries (Canada, West Germany, Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United 
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States) are making preliminary design studies for future biomedical research 

accelerators. The rapidly developing field of heavy-ion cellular radiobiology 

has been reviewed several times (Tobias et al., 1971; Raju and Phillips, 1977; 

Raju, 1980; Hall, 1981; Fowler, 1981; Skarsgard, 1983; Tobias, 1982). 
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III. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HEAVY-ION BEAMS 

A. Particle nteractions 

1. Electromagnetic Interactions 

The most important energy loss process occurring in a beam of charged 

particles is caused by electromagnetic interaction with the target molecules 

(for review: Bichsel, 1968). This energy loss phenomenon can be quantita

tively described by the well known Bethe (1930) stopping power formula: 

where -dE/dx is the rate of energy loss by the heavy charged particle of atomic 

number z and velocity is equal to ec (c is the velocity of light). NZ is the 

number of electrons in the medium molecules per unit volume, I is the mean 

excitation potential of the molecules of the medium, and mc2 is the rest 

energy of an electron. Approximations of the Bethe-Bloch formula have been 

described by Steward (1968), and other compilations of range-energy relation

ships for particles are also available (Richard-Serre, 1972; Northcliffe and 

Schilling, 1970; Janni, 1966). When the velocity of the heavy particle is 

below the critical velocity for Cerenkov radiation, the stopping power (i.e., 

~dE/dx) is equal to LEToo (the subscript oo refers to the inclusion of all 

electrons of all energies allowed by energy conservation). 

To understand the biological effects of heavy ions, one must consider the 

geometrical pattern of energy deposi~ion around a heavy particle trajectory. 

This geometrical pattern of energy deposition is sometimes called the track 

structure. The structure of a stopping heavy~ion track is schematically 

depicted in Figure 1. The core is primarily a result of excitation processes, 
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Figure 1 Heavy-ion charged particle track and fragmentation effects. 

Left panel: A joint reproduction is shown of the latent and the 
emulsion tracks of a single stopping heavy ion. The unfolding of the 
emulsion track in terms of its latent structure can be described in 
terms of core and penumbra. A cross-sectional view of the 
concentration of the penumbra is shown at three points just below the 
emulsion track. The dots represent ionization events; excitation 
events are not shown. The dense inner region of ionizations is the 
core, and the more diffuse peripheral region in each cross-section is 
the penumbra. The conical shape of the track is due to the decreasing 
maximum delta-ray energy, rather than a decrease in ionization, As 
the stopping particle slows, its halo of delta rays becomes denser 
because the ionization is increasing. At the same time the maximum 
delta-ray energy shrinks and the range of the delta-rays become 
shorter. At intermediate velocities delta-rays become so profuse the 
track resembles a bottle brush. Single stopping heavy-ion tracks of 
10 MeV/u 40A, 20Ne, 16o, 14N, and 12c are shown in the 
lower half of the panel in photomicrographs from Ilford K.5 nuclear 
track emulsions. The nucleons traverse the emulsion from left to 
right. The terminal 20 vm of all tracks are indistinguishable from 
each other. For a given residual range, the track width is seen to 
increase with the charge of the particle. (From: Benton and 
Tochilin, 1966). 

Middle panel: Photomicrographs of four types of heavy ion 
fragmentat1on events. (1) Pure projectile fragmentation. Two heavy 
fragments and two protons were produced; both large fragments appear 
to have Z :;;;. 8; one ionizes slightly less than the other. Two large 
fragments like this are very rare. (2) Pure projectile 
fragmentation. This is a more common example of a projectile 
fragmentation, demonstrating production of multiple small fragments. 
(3) Projectile fragmentation with target breakup. A 2 GeV/u argon 
particle strikes a small nucleus and both break up. This event is an 
excellent example of transverse momentum transfer in a collision. 
The projectile fragments undergo a drastic collective deflection. 
The bar= 50 11M. (4) Catastrophic destruction of projectile and 
target nuclei. This is most probably a central collision between a 
silver or iodine and an incident high energy argon particle. There 
are 63 fragmentation tracks, making this one of the most prolific 
collisions yet encountered. Bar= 100 11M. (Private communication 
from u Th e At 1 as 11 of H . CiA a wf or d and D. T u t t l e , ) 

Right panel: Range dependence of the relative ionization dose ratio 
from primary and secondary particles and the associated fluence and 
stopping particle distribution for an example heavy~ion beam. (XBB 
819--8965). 
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and of ionization events produced in glancing collisions. The penumbra is due 

to secondary electrons (delta rays) arising from ionization processes. Fano 

(1952) and others called attention to the fact that the frequency of delta rays 

with energy E originating in the center of the track falls off as l/E2. Many 

quantitative calculations (Paretzke and Burger, 1970; Baum, 1970; Katz, 1970; 

Chatterjee et al., 1973) and some experimental measurements (Wingate and Baum, 

1969; Varma and Baum, 1980) are now available for quantitative characterization 

of the dependence of the average energy density of a charged particle track as 

a function of radial distance. In many instances, this quantitative evaluation 

has come about through the calculation of the restricted deposition of energy 

around a heavy charged particle track. It is generally agreed that the radial 

density of energy deposition falls off as the square of the reciprocal radial 

distance from the particle trajectory. 

There is still controversy as to the exact quantitative details of the 

track structure. For example, Paretzke (1980) has stated that one must 

determine the detailed cross-section of physical processes, and then evaluate 

the energy loss events in various channels before any correlation with 

chemistry or biology can be made. He has recently completed extensive and 

detailed calculations using Monte Carlo methods and cross-section data in the 

gas phase. There are quantitative differences in track structure between 

tracks produced in a gas phase and those in a condensed phase, and studies of 

these differences are in progress (Turner et al., 1981). A controversy also 

exists between those who believe that microdosimetric measurements give 

important data on radiation quality (Keller and Rossi, 1978), and those who 

believe that the information obtained from microdosimetry cannot be used 

quantitatively in predicting biological results (Goodhead, 1977; Goodhead 

et al., 1980). 
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It is convenient to a~vide particle collisions into two distinct 

categories: glancing and knock-on {Rossi, 1952; Uehling, 1954; Magee, 1961). 

Using such a subcharacterization, Mozumder et al. (1968) have described the 

geometrical pattern of energy deposition in terms of two physically distinct 

regions called "core 11 and "penumbra." The concept of core is more suitable 

for applications in condensed states of matter in radiation chemistry and 

radiation biology, and the exact size of the core will depend on the chemical 

composition of the absorbing material. The core is created by the glancing 

collisions of the particle with excitations in the range from 6.5 eV to 100 eV 

for water (Platzman, 1952). Bohr 1 S adiabatic criterion sets a limit on the 

radial distance from the trajectory of the incident particle within which 

molecules can be excited by this mechanism. Similar limits have also been 

obtained by Brandt and Ritchie (1974), based on plasma oscillations, and can 

be given by: 

(2) 

where rc is the radius of the core and wp is the plasma oscillation 

frequency of the medium, given by 4wne2;m, where n is the density of valence 

electrons, e the electronic charge, and m the mass of an electron. 

The penumbra is composed of the tracks of the knock-on electrons, called 

o-rays. Based on the detailed calculations of Chatterjee et al. (1973), the 

rp, the radius of the penumbra in water at 20eC can be approximated by: 

( 3) 

where v is in units of 109 em/sec. 
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Chatterjee and Schaefer {1976) have also shown empirically that the energy 

density, Pcore' in the core is given by: 

(1+1n rp/rc) 

(1+2 ln rp/rc) 

and the energy density in the penumbra, Ppen' is given by: 

LET /2 
00 

( 4) 

( 5) 

Chatterjee and Magee (1980a) and Magee and Chatterjee (1980) have applied 

this track model to make explicit calculations for the radiation chemistry of 

water and the Fricke solution system, but this model has not been tested to 

describe radiobiological effects even though Chatterjee and Tobias (1975) have 

made some limited attempts. 

Characterization of biological effects by the physical parameter LEToo has 

various shortcomings: {1) in many situtations, the extent of space over which 

a heavy particle loses its energy (as described by the LEToo parameter), is much 

larger than even the nuclear dimensions of mammalian cells (Chatterjee and 

Magee, 1980a); and (2) different charged particles having the same LEToo values 

have been shown to exhibit quantitatively different biological effects as noted 

by Bewley (1968) and Curtis {1970), and shown experimentally with the stopping 

heavy ion beams at the Bevalac (Blakely et al., 1979), so that the LEToo 

parameter is not always adequate to uniquely describe biological effects (see 

Section IV). 

Thus~ it is clear that many problems still exist in correlating biological 

and chemical effects with the details of track structure. At present there is 
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no single physical parameter to describe the biological effects uniquely. 

Suggestions have been made to correlate the physical parameter z*2/s2 with 

quantitative observations in radiobiology {Turner and Hollister, 1965; Curtis, 

1970), but they have also not been very satisfactory (Blakely et al., 1979). 

In the absence of any definitive physical parameter, we have decided to 

continue using LET00 as a parameter with the full knowledge of the shortcomings 

presented earlier. 

2. Nuclear Interactions 

As heavy charged particles traverse absorbing targets, nuclear interactions 

of heavy ions with target nuclei may occur (for a review see Bichsel, 1968). 

Nuclear interactions cause fragmentation of the primary ion into particles of 

predominantly lower charge and mass, and also may result in the disintegration 

of the target nuclei producing a star of very short ionizing tracks. 

Immediately after a g.lancing nuclear collision with a target atom, the 

resulting fragments from the primary ion have similar velocity and direction 

as the primary particles; fragments produced in central collisions may have 

lower velocity and may veer off the direction of the main beam as depicted in 

the fragmentation events shown in the middle panel of Figure 1. The lower 

atomic number fragments that travel parallel to the beam have longer ranges 

than the primary particles and so produce an exit dose beyond the stopping 

region of the primary beam. A primary ion that loses only neutrons has a 

shorter range than the main beam. The nuclear interaction is a rare occurrence 

relative to the electromagnetic interaction, but it is more catastrophic 

because the primary particle is transformed into fragments of lower charge and 

mass. The total probability for nuclear interaction is related to the square 

of the sum of the radii of the target and projectile nuclei (Bradt and Peters, 
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1950; Chatterjee et al., 1976). Thus, fragmentation is more prominent in 

heavier charged particle beams. 

The combined influence of the electromagnetic and nuclear collision 

processes causes a characteristic pattern of energy or dose distribution within 

matter, as shown schematically in a representative Bragg curve in Figure 1 

(panel A). The plot of relative ionization (absorbed dose) versus depth rises 

to a sharp peak region at a well-defined range, then drops precipitously to a 

lower value. The peak region of dose is caused by the increase in the rate of 

energy loss (-dE/dx) frbm electromagnetic interactions as the primary beam 

slows down. The dose distribution beyond the peak is caused by fragments from 

the nuclear interactions of both the primaries and the nuclear secondaries 

produced upstream. 

The dose contribution of each fragment is generally smaller than the dose 

from the primary particle because the atomic number of the fragment is smaller 

than that of the primary. However, as depth in the absorber increases, the sum 

total of the fragment doses can become a significant fraction of the total 

dose. The diagram in Figure 1 is intended to approximate the physical dose 

distributions from primaries and secondaries for a neon beam of 425 MeV/u 

initial energy. The relative contribution of primary to secondary effects is 

specific to each particle species. In a monoenergetic beam of heavy particles 

near the entrance point into tissue (plateau) the dose contribution from frag

ments is generally negligible or very small (a few percent at most). The 

maximum fragmentation dose occurs very near the Bragg peak and the relative 

ratio of the total fragmentation dose to the dose from pristine primaries 

increases with increasing depth in the absorber and is greater for heavier 

particles. The usefulness of heavy ions for therapy is thought to be limited 
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to particle beams where the fragmentation dose is less than half of the total 

dose. As we show below, fragmentation is a factor in the selection of beams 

suitable for therapy. The study of fragmentation products at relativistic 

energies has been reviewed separately (Heckman et al., 1960, 1978; Schroeder, 

1981). At energies of biomedical interest, fragmentation work is in progress 

by Schimmerling (1980) and Llacer et al. (1980). 

B. Depth Modulation: Range Filters 

Monoenergetic Bragg peaks of protons~ helium, and high energy heavy ion 

beams occur at the end of their range within a narrow depth dimension of only 

several millimeters in tissue. In order to irradiate tumor regions of larger 

dimensions with Bragg peak radiation, the peak region can be extended by 

spreading the energies of the incoming particles. Usually this is done by 

modulating the amount of material in the beam line in order to vary the range 

of the beam. We use the generic name 11 range fi1ters 11 to describe these 

devices. There are several types of range filters currently in use, for 

example a moving double wedge~ or the most frequently used spiral ridge filter 

(Karlsson, 1964; Lyman and Howard, 1977; Lyman et al., 1980). Ridge filters 

are constructed either as a series of exactly shaped parallel ridges or as one 

continuous spiral ridge. The result of using one of these range filters is 

that you effectively have superimposition of Bragg curves with different 

residual ranges. The addition of many peaks side by side created at various 

depths by tWe range filter extends the effective region over distances of 

several centimeters, depending on the design of the filter. Dose versus depth 

curves for both the unmodified and the extended peaks used in the experiments 

reported here are shown in Figure 2. The slopes of these curves in the peak 

regions are determined by the filter design. The doses were chosen to decrease 
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Figure 2 Composite figure of Bragg curves of available Bevalac beams of 
carbon, neon, silicon and argon. Initial energies of each beam are 
indicated. 

Left panels: Unmodified monoenergetic Bragg peaks. 

Middle panels: 4-cm extended Bragg peaks. 

Right panels: 10-cm extended Bragg peaks, including two spiral 
ridged filter designs for argon. Thicknesses of between 0 to 1.8 
g-cm-2 of lead scattering foils were used for these beams. 
( XBL 819-1849). 
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slightly with increasing depth from the proximal to the distal end of the peak 

in order to compensate for the expected increasing radiobiological effect as 

the number of stopping particles increases~ and thus to approximate uniform 

cell killing across the peak region (Lyman, 1982). 

Figure 3 illustrates the relative residual range positions that have been 

studied with a variety of biological systems at the Bevalac (see Section IV). 

In those experiments in which monolayers of cells were irradiated, the track 

segment covered is narrow; however, a broader range was covered if the 

biological system had an extension along the beam direction {i.e., cells in 

suspension chambers}. The former situation results in a higher effective LET 

than the latter. This aspect of the physical situation in the beams varies 

considerably for the particular biological systems used and complicates precise 

comparisons of results. An approximation of the dose-average LEToo values for 

various residual range positions in Bevalac beams has been made based on the 

calculations of Curtis (see Section IIIC). These LET values are described 

below. Such calculations are of necessity approximate; accurate predictions 

of mean LET await detailed calculations utilizing cross sections based on 

experimental measurements of the detailed distribution of fragments. 

C. LET Distributions and Average Values 

Linear energy transfer is a physical parameter that is a measure of the 

mean rate of energy deposited locally along the track of a charged particle by 

electromagnetic interactions. The parameter is called LET00 if one includes 

all energy transfers up to the highest energy delta rays or knock-on electrons 

that are kinematically possible. 

LET values increase as charged particles slow down. Since at any depth of 

particle range there is a mixture of primary and secondary particles with 
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Figure 3 Designation of relative beam ranges studied with respect to the 
monoenergetic Bragg peak (upper panel). and the 4-cm (middle panel) 
and 10-cm (lower panel) extended Bragg peaks. (XBL 815-3841) 
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different energies, the spectrum of LET can be quite broad and does not 

necessarily follow a Gaussian distribution. This is most significant at the 

Bragg peak. An example of a calculated LET distribution at 16.03 em of water, 

near the peak of a 425-MeV/u neon ion beam, is shown as the insert in Figure 4. 

A function D(L) where L is the LET can be defined such that the absorbed dose 

D is given by: 

D = ~oo D(L) dl 2.3 J L D(L) d(log10L) ( 6) 

with rad for the units of D. D(L) has the units of rad-g/MeV-cm2 with L in 

units of MeV-cm2/g. Thus, a plot of 2.3L0 D(L) against log10L allows the 

area under any portion of the curve to be proportional to the absorbed dose. 

The large peak is due to the primary neon-ion beam. The tail at high L is 

caused by those neon ions at lower energy that are about to stop. The small 

contribution at lower L is due to the nuclear fragments of lower charge and 

mass. 

The dose-averaged LET is defined as: 

L0 = jL D(L) ( jo(L)dL 

and the track-averaged LET as: 

L _ JfL~(L)dL _ /L6(L)dL 
T - j~(L)dL - ~ 

( 7) 

( 8) 

where ~ is the differential fluence in units of number of particles per unit 

LET per unit area, and ~' the total fluence (number of particles per unit 

area) is given by: 
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Figure 4 Calculated range dependence of dose and track-averaged LET for a 
monoenergetic 425 MeV/u neon ion beam. The upper curve is the 
dose-averaged LET and the lower curve, the track-averaged LET. Both 
LET calculations are shown as a function of depth in a water 
phantom. (XBL 815-3842) 
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¢ = j'IJ(l)dl ( 9) 

The total absorbed dose D can be defined as: 

D = f LJ'J(L )dl (10) 

and combining equations (8) and (10), we obtain the following for LT: 

total absorbed dose 
LT = tota1 fluence 

0 (11) =-

Therefore, the track-averaged LET is simply the total absorbed dose per 

particle fluence. 

Under the assumption that the probability of a biological effect per track 

traversal is proportional to L2, the linear coefficient of dose in the 

exponent of the survival expression is proportional to L0• Under the 

assumption that the probability is independent of L (e.g., at high LET), the 

coefficient is proportional to 1/LT. Therefore, neither average LET can be 

assumed to be adequate to characterize biological responses in a broad spectrum 

of LET values. Dose and track averaged LET values vary with depth as shown in 

Figure 4 for a 425 MeV/u neon-ion beam. 

Measurements of LET are limited by the sensitivity of existing radiation 

dose monitoring devices. For example, plastic particle track detectors usually 

have a higher threshold of sensitivity to low LET particles than do electronic 

monitors. Measurements of y, the microdosimetric analog of LET, using gas 

proportional counters are dependent on the physical dimensions of the counter, 

whether it is walled or wa11-1ess, and the composition of the gas in the 

chamber and its equivalent thickness, which is related to the gas pressure 
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inside the counter. Fricke dosimeters (Schuler and Allen, 1957) and thermo~ 

luminescent and film dosimeters (Tochilin et al., 1968; Patrick et al., 1976) 

lose sensitivity at high LET. 

Early measurements of the fraction of dose from delta ray events of 

low-atomic-number charged particles from van de Graaff accelerators using gas 

proportional counters (Kliauga and Rossi, 1975) yielded satisfactory agreement 

with theoretical calculations of track structure with respect to the relative 

importance of energy transport by delta rays (Paretzke et al., 1973). Similar 

experiments have now been performed at the Bevalac using particle beams of high 

atomic number (z ~ 6) and high velocity (E ~ 400 MeV/u) in which the delta-ray 

spectrum is more energetic (Kliauga et al., 1978). Measurements of lineal 

energy transfer were made with wall-less chambers at several values of particle 

residual range along the monoenergetic 400 MeV/u carbon and 450 MeV/u argon 

beams. The wall effects were greatest in the plateau where the primary beam 

and its concomitant delta rays have the greatest energy. Wall effects became 

negligible at the peak. Dose mean lineal energy density measurements were 

also variable depending on the counter size and site diameter used. The trend 

of the data agree with calculations of LET values published in Blakely et al. 

(1979), but large quantitative differences are noted. Additional microdosi

metric spectra have been obtained with the 557 MeV/u neon beam by Zaider et al. 

{1981). 

Lineal energy measurements of Luxton et al. (1979) in the 400 MeV/u carbon 

and neon beams are compared to calculations by Curtis (1977; 1979) and Curtis 

et al. (1982) in Figure 5. The calculations indicate the dose-averaged LET 

varies from 6 to 180 keV/~m in the 4~cm extended peak of the 400 MeV/u carbon 

beam, a distribution of 100 to 350 keV/~m in the 4-cm extended peak of the 
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curves (solid lines) obtained from a rotating brass spiral ridge 
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beams. ( XBL 815-3844) 
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425 MeV/u neon beam, and 350 to 1400 keV/~m in the 4-cm extended peak of the 

570 MeV/u argon beam. To compare the calculated dose-averaged LET values 

directly with the measured dose averaged lineal energy, certain assumptions 

with respect to the spherical geometry of the chamber have to be made; with 

these assumptions, the dose-averaged lineal energy values are 9/8 of the dose

averaged LET values, and the L0 values must be multiplied by 1.13. Despite 

differences in the Bragg ionization curves from the use of different ridge 

filters, the comparison of the calculations and the measured values show fairly 

good agreement. Figure 6 summarizes calculated dose-averaged LET values of 

unmodified and extended Bragg peaks of carbon, neon, silicon, and argon ion 

beams. 

D. Beam Monitoring and Practical Dosimetry of Heavy-Ion Beams 

Beam monitoring of data for biological and medical heavy-ion irradiations 

are based on thin-foiled parallel-plate ion chambers filled with pure nitrogen 

gas. Bragg curve ionization measurements are made with a pair of ion chambers 

using an interposed variable absorber (Lyman and Howard, 1977; Alonso et al., 

1980). The following methods have been used to verify ion chamber dosimetry; 

(1) comparisons of absorbed dose measurements with calculations of absorbed 

dose based on the geometric properties of the irrradiated volumes within the 

ion chambers and using for each beam the same values of W, the average energy 

required to make one ion pair in nitrogen gas (Thomas et al., 1980; Thomas, 

1982; Schimmerling et al., 1983); (2) cross-calibrations of dose measurements 

with calorimetry methods (McDonald et al., 1976; J. T. Lyman, private 

communication); (3) thermoluminescent dosimetry cross-calibrations for low LET 

particle beams where calculations of dosimetry efficiencies at the appropriate 

LET values are known (Patrick et al., 1976); (4) cross-calibrations of 
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Figure 6 Calculated dose-averaged LET00 values for pristine and extended Bragg 
peaks of 570 MeV/u argon, 530 MeV/u silicon, 425 MeV/u neon, and 
400 MeV/u carbon. (XBL 815-3845A) 
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ionization ratios between the parallel-plate chambers and the spherical 

tissue-equivalent ion chambers (i.e., EGG chambers, Far West Technologies, 

Go11eta, CA) with the EGG as a standard for each individual experiment 

(Blakely et al., 1979); and (5) absolute dose intercomparisons of charged 

particle beams (Smith, 1982), including Bevalac dosimetry, are being conducted 

by a multilaboratory dosimetry group. 

Many of the dosimetric methods used at the Bevalac were patterned after the 

procedures used with helium, protons, or deuteron beams (Tobias et al., 1952; 

Birge et al., 1956; Raju et al., 1969). W values for the higher energy, high 

atomic number Bevalac beams have been characterized by several methods includ

ing time-of-flight measurements that correlate physical factors such as 

fragmentation and LET distributions (Schimmerling et al., 1976, 1983; Stephens 

et al., 1976; Schimmerling, 1980; Thomas et al., 1980; Thomas, 1982). Results 

to date show that in nitrogen the same W applies to a wide range of particles 

and energies (e.g., carbon to argon from 100 to 700 MeV/u). 

Chemical dosimetry is useful as a separate method to verify ionization 

chamber dosimetry by measuring free radical yields and alteration of these 

yields at high LET. Appleby and Christman (1974) and Christman et al. (1981) 

have made basic measurements of G values, the number of molecules damaged or 

formed per 100 eV of energy absorbed, for heavy ions at the Princeton and 

Berkeley Bevalac accelerators. Chatterjee and Magee (1980a) have recently 

calculated the response of the Fricke dosimeter from basic considerations and 

compared the available experimental data to it, including the work of Schuler 

(1967) and Schuler and Allen {1957). 

There is reasonable agreement between Fricke dosimetry, parallel-plate ion 

chambers, EGG ion chambers, and TLD dosimetry where it is available for dose 
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measurements in the "plateau." We believe that the ••plateau" measurements of 

dose are within 5 percent and the 11 peak 11 within 15 percent of absolute dose 

measurements. A comparison of argon beam depth-dose measurements in our 

laboratory with those done independently later by Goodman and Colvett (1977) 

showed excellent agreement. 
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IV. HEAVY ION RADIOBIOLOGY OF CELLS AT THE BEVALAC 

A. Cell Systems 

In order to characterize the biological response to the LET spectrum 

currently available with high energy carbon, neon, silicon, and argon beams at 

the Bevalac, a series of cellular experiments using unmodified and modified 

beams has been conducted since the fall of 1974 (see Table 1). Data are 

included from both~ vitro and~ vivo cell studies by investigators from 

laboratories in the United States, Canada, Europe, and Japan. 

Ten different cell lines (human T-1, hum.an Na11 melanoma, Chinese hamster 

lung V-79, Chinese hamster ovary, rat rhabdomyosarcoma R-1, rat gliosarcoma 

9-L, mouse mammary EMT-6, mouse embryo BALB/C 3T3, mouse C3Hl0T1/2, and mouse 

epithelioma) have been used to assay radiation-induced effects including loss 

of reproductive integrity, the oxygen effect, the effects of radiation 

modifiers, effects on synchronized cells, effects on cellular repair, enhance

ment of viral transformation, and the relationship of DNA strand breakage to 

cell lethality. 

Several assay techniques have been used in the cellular investigations: 

1. Exposure of cells in monolayers contained in controlled-atmosphere chambers 

(Blakely et al., 1979). 

2. The use of cells suspended in nutrient medium of low calcium content and 

controlled atmosphere (Chapman et al., 1977; Curtis et al., 1982). 

3. Suspended cells in sealed vials in a state of hypoxia due to metabolic 

depletion (Hall et al., 1977). 

4. The submarine, a tissue phantom consisting of an array of glass or plastic 

coverslips onto which cellular monolayers have been grown; the coverslips 

are immersed in liquid medium and the cells are therefore exposed 

simultaneously all along the range of the Bragg ionization curve (Tobias, 

1973; Roisman et al., 1974). 
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Tllble I. Sullllll!ry of Cell Experiments Cof!l!ll eted at the l!l!vahc (1974-1982) 

Ce! 11 s~ U!fll Technique Assay om Ollh lon($) Ridged Fllte- Referroce 

T-l In vitro: Monohye- Reprod. Integrity Yes C, Ill!, S!, Ar 4 ll!1d 10 em brass Blakely et al., 1978, 1979, 1980/l, 
l980b, 1980c, 1982 

"Submarine• Reprod. lntegl'lty i'ltl C, Ill!, Ar 4 em P!l and Raju et al., 1978b, 1980!:. 
4 ll!1d lO em brllSs Tobias, 1973, Rolsman l!t Ill,, 1!174. 

Monohye~" DNA SS!I ~ C, Nl!, Ar i'lo Roots et al., 1979 

lt)noh)'l!r Reprod. Integrity 
(Srositize~") 

i'lo c No Scnroy et Ill., 1980 

t»-Y79 in vitro Suspension (15 mm wid@) Reprod. Integrity 'l'l!§ e, Ill!, fir 4 em Pb and Chapman et al., 1977, 1978, 19711. 
(sensltlze~"s md 10 em brass 

protectors) 

Sealed capsules Reprod. Integrity 
(2-4 11m wide) 

Yes Ar No Ha11 et al., 1977 

Monolayer Reprod, Integrity i'lo C, Ill!, fir No Ngo et a1~, 1981 

Monolayer (Syncll.) Reprod. Integrity No Ar No Hallet a1., 1977 

Sealed capsules Reprod. Integrity Yes C, Nl!, Ar 10 em brass Raju and Phillips, 1977 
2.5 ll1lll wide Raju et al., 1978c 

Suspension DNA SSB i'lo C, Ne 10 t!ll brass Roots et al., 1980a 
(1.5 mm mi~) 

Sp/le~"oids Reprod. Integrity lii:J c, Ne, fir 4 em Pb lucte-Huhle et al., 1980 

Monoh)'l!r s2 block i'lo C, Ne, fir No Lueke-Huhle, et al., 1979 

CHO in wi tro Monolaye~" Reprot:f. Integrity No c lii:J Gerne~" and Lei til, 1917 
{hyperthe~"mia) 

Monolayer vessels Reprod. Integrity Yes C, Ill!, fir No Roots et al,, l980b 
(Pro tee tors) 

!111.~1 Rat bnin In vivo (in situ) Reprod. Integrity Yes C, HI! ~>~o' Lei th et a 1 • , 1975 
gl iOSil'I'W!ii {susprosion-15 mm) ltleeler et al., 1979, 1980 

In vitro Reprod. Integrity lii:J C, HI!, fir 4 em brllSs Rodriguez and 11.1 pen, 1980, 1981 
(sus pens ion-13 llim) 
Splleroids Reprod. Integrity flo c, Ill!, fir Ill em brass Rodriguez and Alpen, 1980, 1981 

R-l Rat rhllbdo- In vivo (sl!llsitizt!l') Tumor regress 1 oo lii:J C, HI!, Sl, Ar 4 em brau Curtis et &1., 1978 
myosarc04!l!l Reprod. Integrity Yes Tenforde et a 1., 1980 

l98h, 19Blb, 1982a, l982b 

In vitro Reprod. Integrity Yes C, Ill!, Ar 4 md 10 em brau Curtis et al., 1982 
(sus pens !on-15 mm) 

Mouse efltlryo Monolayer Enhancement of viral No Nl! i'lo T. C. Yang (person a 1 coomrunicatiOft) 
BALS/C 3T3 (confluent) transformation 

Mouse CJH 10T112 Mono 1 &)'l!r Enhancement of viral i'lo Ne i'lo Yang et al., 1980 
(confluent) transformation r. c. Yang (personal co~m~Yn 1 eat ion) 

Mouse l!lllmmary !n vho and in vitro Reprod. Integrity Yes C, Ne, fir 4 em and 10 em brass Fu and Phillips, 1976 
004 tumor (sealed capsule$. Phillips et al., 1977 

2 1111 Sill!) Goldstein et al., l98h 

Monoh)'el" 01vhioo time lii:J Nl! No Co11yn-d'Hoogne et al., 1981 

lt)u§e ep1 thel1!ltilll In vivo Reprod. Integrity i'lo Ne 4 em brllSs Sakamoto l!t al., 1983 

Mu- i!ii!1Mom~ In 'll'lvo Rtlprod. !ntegrlt.JI i'lo lie 10 em br~n Guichard !lt al,, 1982 
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5. The jello submarine in which cells are suspended in a gelatin matrix (Raju 

et al.~ 1976; 1978c, 1980c). 

6. Multicellular spheroids in which the survival of cell populations in close 

three-dimensional contact are evaluated (Lucke-Huhle et al., 1980; 

Rodriguez and Alpen, 1980, 1981). 

7. Measurement of DNA strand breaks by sucrose-gradient centrifugation 

(Ritter et al., 1977). 

8. Measurement of single- and double-strand DNA breaks by mild alkaline 

uncoiling combined with ion-exchange chromatography (Roots et al., 1979, 

1980a). 

9. Measurement of division delay using flow microfluorimetry (Lucke-Huhle 

et al.~ 1979) or microcinematography (Collyn-d•Houghe et al., 1981). 

10. Combined application of drugs~ hyperthermia, anisotonic solutions, time 

delay, and radiations including sequential treatments of heavy ions and 

X rays (Chapman et al., 1977, 1978, 1979; Gerner and Leith, 1977; Guichard 

et al., 1982; Ngo et al., 1981; Roots et al., 1982; Schroy et al., 1980b; 

Tenforde et al., 1981b, 1982b). 

11. ~vivo tissue and tumor exposures for cell killing and single strand 

break ~tudies (Curtis et al., 1978; Fu and Phillips. 1976; Phillips et 

al •• 1977; Keng and lett, 1981; Leith et al., 1975, 1977; Tenforde et al., 

1980, l981a, l981b, 1982a, 1982b; Wheeler et a1., 1979, 1980; Sakamoto 

et al •• 1983; Ainsworth et al •• 1983}. 

Radiobiologists are limited in the use of cell lines for experimental work 

of this kind because of the requirement for stability of the radioresponse with 

a high plating efficiency over the period of years needed for comparisons with 

various radiation modalities. It is for this reason that fibroblastic cultured 
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cell lines like those listed in Table 1 have been used. The established human 

and rodent cell lines have provided an estimation of appropriate dose levels 

for initial clinical studies with high energy heavy-ion beams. At the same 

time, investigators in the field are mindful of the need to examine distinc

tions between the radiation response of normal versus tumor cells, human cells 

versus other mammalian cells, and established cultured lines versus radiosensi

tive and radioresistant tissues in vivo. Epithelial cells obtained de novo 

from human normal and tumor tissues appear to be considerably more varied in 

their radiation response than was previously appreciated (Rofstad and Brustad, 

1981; Smith et al., 1980; Fertil et al., 1980). It is also not known if those 

cells that selectively grow from primary tissue explants are representative of 

the total cell populations from which they come (Fertil and Malaise, 1981; Cox 

and Masson, 1980; Weichselbaum et al., 1980). 

B. Monoenergetic Bragg Peak Dose-Effect Relationships 

Survival-dose response relationships have been measured in track segment 

experiments, with residual range of the ions functioning as the independent 

variable. As discussed in Section III above, particle track structure, nuclear 

fragmentation products, and other characteristics of energy transfer specific 

to each particle species are unique to each residual range studied in a 

monoenergetic Bragg ionization curve. The most extensive set of survival data 

using unmodified Bevalac beams has been acquired with the human T-1 cell line. 

This cell line was selected for our studies because of the abundance of data 

already in existence on its responses to X rays, y rays, neutrons, and low

energy accelerated heavy ions (Todd, 1967; Barendsen, 19G8a). Aerobic and 

hypoxic human T-1 cell survival measurements of 400 MeV/u carbon, 425 MeV/u 

neon, 570 MeV/u argon beams have been published (Blakely et a1., 1979, 1980a). 
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A preliminary report on the first biological response to monoenergetic silicon 

beams (530 and 670 MeV/u) is also available (Blakely et al., 1980b). The 

predominant feature of the survival data measured at the various residual range 

positions of the Bevalac beams is the change in the shape of the survival 

curves from linear (single-hit) multitarget (LMT) at low LET, to exponential 

in the Bragg peak of the neon, silicon, and argon beams. 

1. Modeling of Survival Measurements 

Several analytical equations have been used to evaluate cell survival data, 

including the classical linear multitarget expression (Lea, 1955; Elkind and 

Sutton, 1960; Wideroe, 1966), the linear-quadratic (LQ) model (Jacobson, 1957; 

Neary, 1965; Sinclair, 1966; Chadwick and Leenhouts, 1975, 1978), including 

the dual theory of radiation action (Kellerer and Rossi, 1972, 1978), the 

ion-kill gamma-kill model (Katz et al., 1971; Roth and Katz, 1980), the 

repair-saturation model (Haynes, 1966; Green and Burki, 1972), and the 

repair-misrepair (RMR) model (Tobias et al., 1980). The accuracy and the 

predictive capabilities of these models are still being evaluated. 

Precise analysis of data obtained with the same cell system over several 

years is hampered by the day-to-day variations in the biological response. 

Even in experiments designed to minimize this limitation, (e.g., self-contained 

experiments using the same stock of cells), the available theoretical models 

of cell inactivation do not fit adequately the particle dose-survival data that 

have been obtained at all dose levels covering three or four logs of survival. 

In order to reduce some of the variation in analyzing the dependence of 

biological effects on particle velocity, an analysis was completed which was 

restricted to an evaluation of the linear coefficient of the data fitted to the 

LQ model. Subtraction of the biological response to primary particles from 
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the response to secondary fragments, uncovered the atomic number and particle 

velocity dependence of the inactivation parameter (Blakely et al., 1979). As 

shown in Figure 7 a separate curve is obtained for each particle beam studied 

when a theoretical expression for the cross-section cr is plotted as a function 

of the particle velocity parameter (l/s2). The cross section cr is given by: 

a = "min + "max [1 - exp(-a zh/ak~ (12) 

where crmax represents the saturation value of the cross section, ! is a 

constant that depends on the gas milieu; crmin represents a limiting cross 

section for values of s near unity at high kinetic energies where the track 

structure is lost, and the radiation effects resemble those from low-LET 

radiation. The exponent k relates to the effect of velocity on the radial 

structure of energy transfer, and should be independent of the atomic number 

(z). The exponent h, which relates to the charge dependence of energy transfer 

and should be independent of the velocity, is assumed to be about 4. As 

expected, the curves are spaced by the approximate factor of the ratio of z4 
values. For hypoxic cells the data agree with a slope of z4ts4•6, and for 

aerated cells the slope is z4te4• 

This analysis and the evaluation of RBE and OER measurements summarized in 

the next section led to the suggestion that a particle beam intermediate 

between neon and argon in atomic weight would have an OER advantage, and would 

generally produce less fragmentation and less overkill effect than an argon 

beam. 

The data in general indicate that neither dose-averaged or track-averaged 

LET adequately described the effects as a uniquely single valued function of 

LET, and that three independent physical variables are needed to model survival 
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(Blakely et al., 1979). Convenient variables may be fluence, particle 

velocity, and charge, or alternatively dose, mean LET
00 

and charge. 

2. RBE and OER Values for Monoen ic Beams 

Figure 8 is a composite plot of OER and hypoxic RBE values at 10 percent 

survival over the last seven centimeters of residual range of 400 MeV/u carbon, 

425 MeV/u neon, 530 MeV/u silicon, and 570 MeV/u argon beams. The comparison 

indicates increasing effectiveness and decreasing oxygen effect with increasing 

atomic number of the particle, especially in the last few centimeters of range 

near the Eragg peak. The order of the relationship of the effects for the 

beams continues even at residual ranges beyond the peak, where fragments of 

the primary beam are solely responsible for cell ki.lling. 

The carbon and neon beams both show sharp and rather narrow RBE peaks and 

OER valleys with respect to these values as a function of range; the silicon 

and argon RBE peaks and OER valleys are somewhat broader. The neon, silicon, 

and argon hypoxic RBE values are greatest (at values of between 4 and 5) just 

upstream of the Bragg peak; carbon hypoxic RBE values peak at just less than 4 

at the closest residual range measured near the Bragg peak. The width of the 

RBE peak increases dramatically as a function of residual range with increasing 

atomic number from neon to argon. The OER is low (<1.5) for both silicon and 

argon beams over the last few centimeters of residual range. 

The data accumulated with unmodified Bevalac beams permit a comparison of 

the LET dependence of aerobic RBE measurements from beams of high atomic number 

and high initial energy, with that of RBE measurements from deuterons to argon 

ions of low initial energy. Figure 9 summarizes the results obtained with four 

human and three hamster cell lines. With the exception of the human lympho

cytes (Madhvanath et al., 1976), all of the RBE-LET plots peak between 
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Figure 9 LET dependence of aerobic high dose mammalian cell RB for 
monoenergetic heavy ion beams. Comparison is made between data from 
heavy-ion beams of low initial energy: 

• Barendsen, 1968 (human T-1 cell), 
1111 Todd, 1967 (human T-1 cell), 
.A Cox et al., 1977 (human fetal lung), 
L Cox et al., 1977 (Chinese hamster V-79), 
D Deering and Rice, 1962 (Hela) 
X Skarsgard et al., 1967 (CH2B 2) 
0 Madhvanath et al., 1976 (human lymphocytes) 

and data from heavy-ion Beavalac beams of high initial energy 

(~400 MeV I u): 
* Blakely et al., 1979 (human T-1 cell) 

' Hall et al., 1977 (Chinese hamster V-79) 
o Ngo et al., 1981 (Chinese hamster V-79). (XBL 819-4167A) 
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100-200 keV/~m. The lymphocytic survival end point may not be comparable to 

the reproductive integrity end point of the other cell lines, which may account 

for the suggestion of a maximum RBE at a lower LET. Although the other cell 

lines show a common LET range for maximum cell killing, the value of the 

maximum RBE varies fourfold. The significance of this apparent RBE difference 

between cell lines is unknown, but may be due to differences in the cross 

section of sensitive targets or to differences in repair capacity. The 

variations in cell specific RBE can be even more significant at low-dose when 

c.ell lines with quite different low-dose and low-LET responses are compared. 

As demonstrated in the left panel of Figure 7, mean LET is not an adequate 

predictor of biological effects because above 100 keV/~m mean LEToo does not 

uniquely characterize RBE. At each LEToo above 100 keV/~m, the RBE values for 

argon are lower than for neon. The separation of the RBE curves above 

100 keV /~m may be caused by the velocity dependence of these effects, 'or by 

the presence of different degrees of fragmentation, or both. 

Analysis of the monoenergetic Bevalac cellular data shows that despite 

considerable scatter, the velocity dependence of primary beam killing effects 

can delineate particle charge differences. As shown in the right panel of 

Figure 7, the analysis also demonstrates that the slope dependence of the 

velocity parameter is different for aerobic and hypoxic irradiation conditions. 

Physical processes that fragment the primary beam are currently under study 

(see Section III), and biological experiments are being conducted under 

identical beam conditions to evaluate the fragmentation effects on living 

systems. In general, argon beams have considerably more fragmentation than 

neon beams of similar range, and silicon beams have intermediate levels. Both 

cellular (Blakely et al., 1979; Chapman et al., 1977; Curtis et al., 1982; 
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Raju et al., 1978c) and tissue studies (Alpen and Power~Risius, 1981; Alpen 

et a1., 1980; Goldstein et al., 198la, 198lb; Raju and Carpenter, 1978) have 

demonstrated diminished effectiveness for stopping argon ions where fragmenta

tion is prominent. What is not yet understood is to what extent primary beam 

effects will be altered by simultaneous exposure of biological material to 

fragmentation products of lower LET. 

A comparison of published measurements of the dependence of OER on mean LET 

is shown in Figure 10. The results from three separate investigators were all 

obtained with human T~l cells, but each investigation involved charged 

particles of different energy ranges. Barendsen et al. (1966) used a variable 

low energy heliu~ion and deuteron cyclotron and a 210po source for the 

lowest a-particle energies. Todd (1967) used various high energy heavy ion 

species of up to 10 MeV/u produced in a linear accelerator, and Blakely et al. 

(1979) used heavy ions of 400 to 570 MeV/u produced at the Bevalac. In each 

case the OER is high (2.7-2.9) at low LET, and decreases to 1.2 or less at 

greater than about 250 keV/~m. However, the OER dependence of the three sets 

of data is quite different between 10 and 70 keV/~m. The higher OER values 

measured using Bevalac beams may be due in part to the presence of low-LET 

fragments or differences in the delta-ray contributions in the beams that were 

studied. It has also been suggested that the difference between the results 

of Barendsen and Todd may be due to differences in delta ray distribution 

(Curtis, 1970). 

Two mechanisms may be responsible for the reduction in the OER with 

increasing LET. Alper (1956) and Alper and Howard-Flanders first suggested 

the "interacting-radical" hypothesis, which proposed a greater probability of 

a fixation reaction occurring between radicals in dense ionization tracks, 

diminishing the importance of interactions with oxygen (1956). The second 
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10 OER (95 percent confidence limits) versus track-average mean LET: 
carbon (111), neon (hl), and argon (D) beams from the Bevalac (Blakely 
et al. 1979); Barendsen et al. (1966) low-energy helium ion data 
(~); Todd (1967) heavy-ion data up to 10 MeV/u (O); and x-ray data 
(X). (XBL 787-3362) 
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mechanism is the "oxygen-in-the-track" hypothesis (Shekhtman, 1960; Neary, 

1965) which assumes that molecular oxygen is produced by the radiolysis of 

water in the particle track and thereby renders the cell oxyenated the time 

of irradiation. This hypothesis has been supported by calculations of oxygen 

production in particle tracks traversing an alga and also in a bacterium 

(Alper and Bryant, 1974; Bryant and Alper, 1976), but not convincingly by 

small G value measurements of molecular oxygen production in tracks of 20 MeV 

deuterons and 40 MeV alpha-particles, or even heavier ions (Baverstock and 

Burns, 1976~ 1981; Sauer et al., 1978; Burns et al., 1981). 

Preliminary work has been done with heavy ions to measure OER with 

different concentrations of oxygen to explore by what mechanism(s) oxygen 

sensitizes cells to ionizing radiation, and to inquire if that mechanism is 

different at high LET (Tobias et al •• 1977). At about 90 keV/~m (OER of about 

2) for both neon and argon beams. the oxygen concentration at which half of the 

maximum oxygen effect occurs (the K value) is significantly greater than the K 

value for X rays. Alper et al. (1967) reported similar results with bacteria 

for fast neutrons. We have tentatively concluded that the core of the heavy

ion tracks, in which free radicals reach a very high density, are chiefly 

responsible for the reduction of the OER from a value of 3 (X rays) to 2 (neon 

and argon at 90 keV/~m). The effects we see with oxygen concentrations less 

than 100 percent are probably due to modification of the effects in track 

areas having low free-radical density, or to oxygen reactions with relatively 

long-lived macromolecular free radicals (~lo sec). These questions are being 

studied in experiments with radical scavengers. 

C. Extended Bragg Peak Studies 

Table I is a summary of the experimental cellular systems that have been 

used to characterize extended Bragg peak heavy-ion beams. Experiments with 
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these systems were almost exclusively designed to measure RBE and OER values 

of heavy-ion beams modified with variable absorbers to widen the effective 

Bragg peak for clinical applications. The Bragg ionization curves depicted in 

Figure 2 indicate some of the ion beams and energies that are available at the 

Bevalac. Bragg peak widths ranging from 2 em to 14 em can be obtained, but 

for comparative purposes most investigators have concentrated on studies with 

a narrow, 4-cm peak or a broader, 10-cm peak. Rather than compare beams of 

different atomic number at the same energy, a more relevant question became 

how did the biological responses for different ions compare at the same beam 

range. As demonstrated in Figure 2, this comparison requires higher initial 

beam energies for the heavier ion beams in order to compare all the ions at 

similar range. Experiments conducted at identical beam atomic number and 

initial energy and with the same spiral filter may still have some differences 

in beam character or composition depending on the specific configurations 

(e.g., collimation or scattering) used by different investigators with the 

various cell systems. Dosimetric methods for delivering heavy~ion doses have 

been standardized and constitute a major contribution to the heavy-ion project 

from J. Howard, T. L. Criswell, J. T. Lyman, and the Bevalac operations staff. 

1. RBE and OER Values for Modified Beams 

a. Human T-1 Cell Monol 

For purposes of comparison with the monoenergetic Bragg peak RBE and OER 

data, the human T-1 cell line was also used to measure RBE and OER values in 

extended peaks {Blakely et al., 1978; Blakely, 1983). Figure 11 is a 

composite of the OER and aerobic and hypoxic RBE values at 10 percent survival 

for pristine and extended Bragg peaks of carbon, neon, silicon, and argon 

beams of the various initial energies. The high LET effects of increased RBE 
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Figure 11 Composite figure of physical Bragg ionization curves and aerobic 
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confidence 1 imits for extended Bragg peaks. (XBL 808-3624A) 
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and reduced OER occur predominantely in the Bragg peak region. The argon beam 

data are different than data from the other beams in that the aerobic RBE value 

for the human T-1 cell drops significantly upstream of the pristine Bragg peak, 

shows a high, flat RBE in the plateau, and then drops from the proximal to 

distal end of the sloped 4-cm peak ionization region design. The original 

spiral ridge filter design was not optimal for the argon ion beam; therefore, 

another filter was designed. Preliminary silicon data with both the 4-cm and 

10-cm spiral ridge filter (not shown) indicate that the RBE value does not drop 

off across the peak. In general, the lower the initial beam energy, the higher 

the RBE and lower the OER over the full width of the extended peak. The RBE 

values at the distal end of beams of the same ion but with different Bragg peak 

widths were quite similar if the beams were of the same energy; however, in 

most cases the RBE was lower and OER higher for the proximal end of the wider 

extended Bragg peaks. 

When beams of similar range were compared, the carbon beams consistently 

had the greatest peak-to-plateau physical dose ratio, as indicated by the 

height of the Bragg ionization peak. Increasing the initial beam energy 

decreased the peak-to-plateau dose ratio in all cases. The peak-to-plateau 

RBE ratio was greatest for neon, with carbon•s peak-to-plateau RBE ratio being 

very similar at short range and less so at longer range. The argon beam had 

peak-to-plateau dose ratios that were similar to neon, but had peak-to-plateau 

RBE ratios that were significantly less than any of the other beams. However, 

argon was remarkable for its significantly low OER of 1.4 over broad ranges of 

both the pristine and extended Bragg peaks. 

b. Cell Suspensions of the R-1 Rhabdomyosarcoma Cell Line 

An extensive amount of cell survival information on the range-filtered 

Bevalac beams has been obtained using the R2D2 subline of the rat R-1 rhabdomy

osarcoma tumor (Curtis et al., 1982). The cells in stirred suspension were 
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sequentially sampled before and after delivery of small dose increments. This 

technique was adapted from one used by Chapman et al. (1977). Figure 12 

depicts a sample of the radiobiological RBE and OER data at four depths of the 

14-cm range carbon, neon, and argon beams modified with the 10-cm spiral ridge 

filter. The cross-hatched area indicates the range dimensions the cell 

populations occupied during the exposure. 

The rhabdomyosarcoma system is particularly valuable because it can be 

studied both in vitro (Curtis et al., 1982) and in vivo (Tenforde et al., 

1980). Tumor regression studied with both acute and fractionated dose regimes 

have beem examined (Tenforde et al., 1981a), but only the in vitro work will 

be described here. 

We compared the RBE and OER measurements made using the R-1 suspensions 

with the measurements made using the human T-1 monolayers. The upper panel of 

Figure 13 is a plot of the aerobic RBE values at 10 percent survival from both 

the T-1 and R2D2 systems for extended Bragg peaks of all beams studied versus 

the dose-averaged LET values estimated by Curtis et al. (1982). The RBE values 

for both sets of data were referenced to 225 kVp X rays. In the mixed LET 

fields of extended Bragg peaks (see Section IIIC), it appears that both these 

cell lines show an RBE maximum at an LET between 100 and 200 keV/~m. If there 

are differences in the LET at which the maximum RBE occurs for these cells, 

these differences are small and not resolvable in the highly mixed LET fields. 

Cell line comparison studies of this kind are more appropriately conducted 

using cell monolayers in monoenergetic beams. 

The oxygen gain factor (OGF) is used to compare OER values in two systems 

that have different low-LET OERs. The OGF is the ratio of the OER obtained 

with the reference low-LET radiation source, to the OER obtained with the 
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Figure 12 Physical depth-dose distributions, RBE values for oxic cell 
suspensions at the 10 percent survival level, and OER values of the 
10 percent survival level are shown for carbon, neon, and argon 
beams with 10-cm extended peak regions and a range of approximately 
14 em in water. The error bars represent one standard deviation for 
RBE and OER values measured in two or four separate experiments. 
Biological data are based on measurements with rat rhabdomyosarcoma 
in vitro. (From: Curtis et al., 1982.) (XBL 808--3617) 
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human T-1 cell monolayers (Blakely et al ., 1978) and rat 
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carbon, 425 MeV/u neon, and 570 MeV/u argon beams with a 4-cm 
extended Bragg peak; 400 MeV/u carbon, 557 MeV/u neon, and 570 MeV/u 
argon beams with a 10-cm extended Bragg peak, Data are from human 
T-1 cell monolayer survival measurements (Blakely et al., 1978) and 
rat rhabdomyosarcoma cell suspension survival measurements (Curtis 
et al., 1981). (XBL 809-3678A) 
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high-LET test beam. Comparisons of OGF values eliminate differences in the 

efficiency of oxygen removal between experimental techniques. The lower panel 

of Figure 13 shows that for both cell lines, the OGF is greatest for argon, 

with neon and carbon showing successively less gain at the ranges studied. 

c. Other Cell Systems 

RBE data from the various beams for six cell lines in addition to the two 

described above are collected in Figure 14, including both high energy mono

energetic and ridge-filtered heavy-ion beams. There is a region that shows 

aerobic RBE increasing from 1.0 at low-LET levels (of less than 10 keV/~m), to 

a maximum of 3.0 at about 140 to 160 keV/~m. The RBE then decreases rapidly 

at higher LET. The mean LET values for most of the Bevalac data lie in the 

ascending region of the RBE plot. Although not demonstrated here, the RBE is 

a rapidly changing function of the survival level, increasing with decreasing 

dose. 

Figure 15 is a summary plot of RBE and OGF trends for each beam for 

cellular systems using the Bevalac beams of two ranges and with two spiral 

ridge filters. The data are also tabulated in Tables IIA-IIC~ The summary is 

consistent with the data sets of the human T-1 and rat R-1 cell systems, but 

it shows more scatter than each individual system. The results show the 

similarity of RBE and OGF values of both carbon and neon, the major distinction 

being the somewhat higher neon OGF and RBE obtained across the peaks of most 

of the beam configurations. On the other hand, the argon beam in the entrance 

plateau has a high RBE that drops precipitously across the peak region. These 

data led to the development of a special argon spiral ridge filter with a flat 

dose distribution (see Figure 2 and Raju et al., 1980c). The argon results 

show an OGF advantage at each range studied even in the distal peak where the 
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et al., 1978, 1979, 1980a; Ujcke-H"Ohle et al., 1979; Ngo et al., 
1981; Roots et al., 1980; Chapman et al., 1977; Curtis et al ., 1981; 
Leith et al., 1975; Yang et al., 1979, 1980; Goldstein et al., 
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RBE is dropping. Argon is clearly superior to all the beams in reducing the 

OER; however, no argon data are yet available at the 24-cm range. 

Silicon has an intermediate atomic number between neon and argon. 

Preliminary results with a 670 MeV/u beam using the 10-cm spiral ridge filter 

indicate that it has an LET spectrum that (like argon) is superior in reducing 

the oxygeneffect {high OGF), but that also has RBE characteristics more like 

neon (Blakely et al., 1980b; Tenforde et al., 1982a). Further silicon 

experiments are underway. 

2. Isoeffective Cell Ki11i 

The objective of range filter design is to extend the effective Bragg peak 

region by accumulating stopping particles over the broader dimensions required 

in radiotherapy, i.e., to give a region of isoeffective cell killing several

fold wider than the stopping width of a pristine Bragg peak. There are several 

parameters to consider in this task, including the beam characteristics of 

energy deposition and fragmentation, the model for cell inactivation that is 

used to predict the low-dose response in the mixed LET radiation fields, the 

specific available cell line sensitivities selected for the modeling and their 

RBE-LET dependence, and the dose level desired for the isoeffective region. 

Range filters in use at the Bevalac were designed by Lyman (1982), and were 

based on physical beam parameters and available biological data. As cellular 

information has accumulated with the initial filter designs, the information 

has been used to design better filters. A representative biological dose

response profile was developed, and several filters of a newer spiral design 

were tooled to extend Bragg peaks to a width of 4 or 10 em. In some cases 

different particles require different filters in order to achieve isoeffective 

killing across the extended peak. As will be described below, in certain 
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other cases the physical and biological properties of beams appear to be 

similar enough to use the same filter for isoeffectiveness. 

In order to demonstrate the isoeffectiveness of the available filters using 

a single cell line (T-1), the RMR model for cellular inactivation (Tobias 

et al., 1980) was used to fit heavy-ion survival data by least-squares 

regression, and to calculate aerobic RBE values at the 50 percent survival 

level. The RMR model was selected because it yields a fit to cell survival 

data that is representative of fits made with other available models. This 

model also has other characteristics useful for analytical interpretation. 

The RBE-50 values for the ranges studied were multiplied by the measured 

physical dose at each range studied. The resultant normalized biologically 

effective dose (BED) has been plotted over each of five Bragg curves of 

physical dose in Figure 16. The same 4-cm and 10-cm spiral ridge filters were 

used for each beam studied. The data for the 4-cm carbon and neon beams show 

fairly good success in attaining uniformity of aerobic cell killing across the 

peak. However, the corresponding OER values plotted below each Bragg curve, 

and the corresponding hypoxic biologically effective dose values (not shown), 

demonstrated that it is not possible to design filters to simultaneously 

achieve isoeffectiveness for both aerobic and hypoxic cells. The Bragg peak 

carbon OER values are around 2.0 and the neon midpeak OER values are similar, 

but the OER decreases to about 1.6 in the distal neon peak. The 308 MeV/u 

carbon and 425 MeV/u neon beams with 4-cm extended peaks are, in general, very 

much alike in terms of the measured parameters at this range for this cell 

line. 

The biologically effective dose and physical dose plots for the longer

ranged 400 MeV/u carbon beam with the 10-cm spiral ridge filter are depicted 
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in the upper right hand panel of Figure 16. There is quite a bit of scatter 

in the replicate estimates of RBE-50 in the proximal and midpeak regions, and 

less scatter in the distal position; however~ the filter design of physical 

dose appears to slightly overcompensate for effective dose in the distal peak. 

More physical dose in the distal end of the extended peak is needed for 

isoeffectiveness across the full range of the peak. The OER value for this 

long range carbon beam is rather high, averaging about 2.5 to 2.6 over the 

10-cm width, but ranging from 2.8: 0.2 in the proximal peak to 1.9: 0.2 in 

the distal peak. 

The biologically effective dose and physical doses for the 557 MeV/u neon 

beam with the 10-cm spiral ridge filter are plotted in the lower right hand 

panel of Figure 16. Notice that data from two replicate monolayer experiments 

show proximal and midpeak scatter for neon too; however, the isoeffect is some

what flatter across the 10 em of the extended peak. The OER values across the 

peak of this beam average about 2.1 to 2.3, and ranged from 2.3 : 0.2 in the 

proximal peak to 1.6 ± 0.1 in the distal peak. 

The final panel in the lower left of Figure 16 presents the 570 MeV/u argon 

OER values and physical and biologically effective doses as a function of 

range. This beam is different from the others because it shows that for the 

4-cm filter design the biologically effective dose is quite similar to the 

physical dose, except that it is slightly less effective in the distal end of 

the peak. However, the normalized peak-to-plateau dose ratio is still quite 

advantageous (>1.5) in a narrower region straddling the physical proximal peak. 

This beam is also unique because of its extremely low OER, which averages about 

1.4 across the entire width of the extended peak, including the preproximal 

and distal regions. 
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The 4~cm filter design appears to be adequate for the carbon and neon 

beams, but not for the argon beam. The biologically effective dose distribu~ 

tion can be optimized for the argon beam by using a spiral ridge filter design 

with a much less sloped physical dose. The 10-cm filter design appears to 

slightly overcompensate for biological killing in the distal peak of the 

400 MeV/u carbon and 557 MeV/u neon beam. 

a. Simultaneous Axial Ex ures 

A second method that has been used to evaluate isoeffectiveness and depth

dose characteristics is to measure cell survival as a function of range for a 

single entrance dose. This can be done with a single dose delivered to cells 

arranged along the axis of the beam--either plated in monolayers on glass or 

plastic discs (Tobias, 1973), or in gelatin suspensions that have been 

solidified (Raju et al., 1976). Preliminary results of this kind with Bevalac 

beams have been reported (Roisman et al., 1974) but the most extensive series 

of Bevalac experiments with carbon, neon, and argon ions and other high LET 

modalities has been completed by Raju et al. (1978b). Survival results for 

various incident doses confirm that the slope of the filter design for 

isoeffectiveness depends on the dose level selected. The carbon and neon 

results measured by Raju et al. {1978b) indicate a flat survival response at 

low doses (equivalent to 30 percent to 60 percent survival), but less uniform 

killing across the spread peaks of these beams at higher doses. Argon 

survival results were measured for two filter designs, the same 10-cm filter 

used for carbon and neon, and a new filter designed specifically for argon 

(Raju et al., 1980c). The argon results with the early filter design indicate 

reasonable isoeffectiveness across the 10-cm filter at low dose; even greater 

uniformity for a wider dose range is achieved with the new filter design. 
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b. Dual Parallel~Opposed Fields 

Isoeffectiveness can also be evaluated with a technique that eliminates the 

variations in filter design and permits a reduced entrance and exit dose for 

an equivalent tumor dose from a single-port exposure. Dual parallel~opposed 

ports have been simulated for exposures in which the Bragg peaks overlap. The 

experimental description of the method is detailed in the left panel of 

Figure 17 for a specific beam condition. The human T-1 cell survival data 

obtained from this technique using carbon, neon, silicon, and argon beams of 

14-cm range are presented in the middle panel of Figure 17. 

Measurements of cross-fired survival using the gelatin technique have been 

made with the 570 MeV/u argon beam with a new argon 10-cm spiral ridge filter 

(Raju et al., 1980c). Although the absolute sensitivity of the T-1 cells in 

the gelatin appears to be different than the sensitivity measured in mono

layers, the·peak-to-plateau advantage of argon, and the uniform cell killing 

across the Bragg peak are confirmed as seen in the right panel of Figure 17. 

D. Studies on Repair and Expression of Damage 

1. The Early Work with Lower-Energy Heavy Ions 

After Elkind and Sutton (1960) demonstrated sublethal X-ray damage repair 

in mammalian cells, the question arose as to whether repair of sublethal damage 

also occurs after exposure to high-LET radiations. In particular, a correla

tion was sought between the shape of single-dose survival curves and the repair 

of sublethal damage. Barendsen and co-workers (1960) investigated the effects 

due to alpha particles emitted from 210Po, and Todd (1968) examined the 

split-dose repair dependence on LET using X rays, 4He, 7Li, 11s, 12c, 

16o, and 20Ne particles generated at the Berkeley HILAC with LET values up 

to 580 keV/~m in experiments using asynchronously growing human T-1 cells. 
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Figure 17 Isoeffectiveness of extended Bragg peaks. 
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simulated cross-fired dual parallel-opposed port 570 MeV/u argon 
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oxygen effect in the 11 tumor" is smallest for silicon and argon. 
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measured with a gelatin 11 Submarine 11 of suspended cells. (From: 
Raju et al., l980c). (XBL 809-3680A) 
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Todd found that whenever the single-dose survival curve had a shoulder, repair 

of sublethal damage was evident from experiments using fractionated exposures. 

On the other hand, he noticed that for particles which yielded a shoulderless 

or purely exponential survival curve, there was no evidence of two-dose repair. 

The latter results were consistent with the earlier observation by Barendsen 

with alpha particles. Todd reached the conclusion that the exponential 

survival curve is indicative of solely single-hit inactivation kinetics. These 

results have been interpreted to mean that there is no accumulation of 

sublethal radiation damage. The evidence described above has contributed to 

the single-track-to-kill concept in radiation biology (Lea, 1955; Barendsen, 

1962). 

Skarsgard et al. (1967), using charged particles of various atomic number 

produced at the Yale linear accelerator, studied repair of sublethal damage in 

synchronized Chinese hamster cells (CH2B2). Their techniques for cell 

synchronization involved treatment with hydroxyurea (HU) or excess thymidine. 

The survival curves for synchronized populations always exhibited a shoulder, 

although the size of the shoulder decreased with increasing LET. While repair 

was observed between fractions of irradiation by helium and lithium ions, for 

which the shoulders of the survival curves were comparatively large, no repair 

was seen after irradiation by boron and carbon ions for which the shoulders 

were small. The latter results suggested that two-dose repair is not always 

correlated with the presence of a shoulder on the survival curve. This was in 

contrast to the conclusion reached by Todd (1968) based on his results with the 

human T-1 cells. Recent studies by Ngo et a1. (1981) with hamster V79 cells, 

which will be discussed later, substantiated Skarsgard's observation. 
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2. Repair of Sublethal Damage 

Beginning in 19779 studies on the effects of split or fractionated 

exposures were initiated using high-energy heavy-ion beams (of a few hundred 

MeV/u) produced at the Bevalac. The radiological properties of these 

high~nergy beams are substantially different from those associated with 

lower-energy particles such as those used by the earlier investigators. 

Apart from acquiring a basic understanding of cell killing effects of high 

energy heavy-ion beams, this study of split dose effects was also intended to 

test a hypothesis that more repair occurs when cells are irradiated at the 

plateau region than occurs after Bragg peak irradiation. This increase in 

repair enhances the effective therapeutic dose ratio to a tumor at depth while 

allowing recovery in overlying normal tissue (Ngo et a1., 1983). This 

hypothesis was expected to hold for the carbon and neon ions because the LET 

is higher at the peak of these ions than it is at the plateau. It was not 

clear whether the same argument would be applicable to the argon ion beam 

because the LET at the argon peak, although higher than that at the plateau, 

falls into the "overkill" region of biologically effective LET. 

Ngo et al. (1981) have completed the most extensive series of split dose 

cellular studies with Bevalac beams using unmodified Bragg peaks of carbon, 

neon, and argon ions. The effects of single and split~dose exposures of 

exponentially growing Chinese hamster cells were compared for cells irradiated 

in both the plateau and in the Bragg peak. Results were, however, not 

obtained in the plateau of the argon beam. 

Figure 18 shows the survival data. The results from carbon (400 MeV/u) and 

neon ions (425 MeV/u) are in partial support of the hypothesis of the 

therapeutic advantage at depth because repair of sublethal damage was 
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demonstrated at the plateau positions of these beams, but not at the peak. 

Although these results were obtained with unmodified beams, this study suggests 

that there could possibly be a potential gain factor for heavy-ion radiotherapy 

utilizing certain dose-fractionation protocols, at least for the carbon and 

neon beams. 

3. Potentiation Effects 

A more interesting, yet unexpected finding, is shown by the split-dose data 

for the neon and argon (570 MeV/u) peaks, where split-dose exposures were 

slightly more effective in cell killing than the single-dose ones. This 

phenomenon, called potentiation, had previously been seen in in vivo systems 

with neutrons (Ainsworth et al., 1974, 1976; Grahn et al., 1979) with respect 

to life shortening and mutagenesis, but was a unique finding in the 

radiobiology of synchronized cells in vitro as demonstrated below. It was 

known, however, that a first dose of radiation to asynchronous cells could lead 

to an accumulation of cells in a sensitive phase, resulting in an apparent 

increase in cell killing from a second dose, compared to the normal sparing 

effect of dose fractionation (Elkind and Whitmore, 19S7). 

In order to clarify the complication of synchrony effects, Ngo et al. 

(1980a, 1980b, 1982), have designed experiments using Bragg peak neon ions and 

V~79 cells. In the first type of experiment, synchronous cells were incubated 

at room temperature between fractionated exposures. At room temperature V-79 

cells are halted or slowed from progression (however, mitotic cells can still 

progress toward division even at 4°C}. In the left panel of Figure 19 are data 

from an experiment in which cells were synchronized by the mitotic selection 

method. The cells were incubated at 37
9

C until 5.5 hours after mitotic 

selection (mid S), and then were irradiated with single- and split-dose 
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schemes. The temperature during the 3-hour fractionated interval was 22 9 C, and 

the cultures were maintained in a 5 percent co2 incubator to maintain pH 

control. 

If we assume that the cells in mid-S phase are not being delayed by the 

first fractionated exposure and that these cells could still progess at a 

reduced rate due to lower temperature, the average cell age would be at most 

in late S phase at the time the second dose was given. Previous studies 

indicate that V~79 cells in late S phase are more resistant to neon ions than 

those at mid~S phase (Blakely et al., 1980c). This suggests that even in the 

absence of repair, the survival response would be slightly more resistant after 

the split-dose than after the single-dose schemes. Nevertheless, the data 

clearly show the opposite, indicating that although cell progression between 

exposures was slowed or absent there was a net potentiation effect from 

fractionated irradiation. 

Additional evidence in support of this interpretation is shown in a second 

type of experiment in the right panel of Figure 19. Here, asynchronous cells 

were irradiated either with a single dose or two split doses, the latter 

separated in time ranging from one to seven hours. Between exposures, one set 

of samples was kept at room temperature, and the other at 37@C. Partial cell 

synchronization after irradiation, which may happen if the cells are incubated 

at 37°C after a first dose, would probably not occur if the cells are incubated 

at room temperature or at least would do so at an insignificant rate. The 

data indicate that a net potentiation was observed under either incubation 

temperature. The fact that even at room temperature there was still a net 

potentiation due to the split exposures indicates that the observed potentia

tion cannot be attributed entirely to the effect due to any radiation-induced 
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cell-phase synchrony, and thus suggests that a mechanism in addition to cell 

synchrony must be involved. Such a mechanism is unknown at the present time. 

Despite the present incomplete knowledge with regard to its mechanism, the 

split-dose potentiation demonstrated by Ngo et al. (1981) suggests that 

attempts to predict results of fractionated exposures on the basis of acute 

single-dose response should be made with caution. The failure of this approach 

has been evidenced by the inconsistent conclusion reached earlier by Todd 

(1968} and by Skarsgard et al. (1967) and has been noted by Ngo et al. (1979) 

with regard to repair of sublethal neutron damage. In vivo potentiation 

effects with fractionated heavy ion doses have been noted by Goldstein et al. 

(198lb) and Burns and Albert (1980). 

4. Combined Hi and Low-LET Radiations 

Low- and high-LET radiations are used in combination (1) to provide an 

alternate technique for investigating mechanisms of radiation effects, (2) to 

explore the potential therapeutic advantages of combined photons and high-LET 

particles in radiotherapy, and (3) to study cell killing and the mutagenic and 

carcinogenic consequences resulting from exposure to mixed-radiation fields 

(e.g., y-rays and high-z particles, or y-rays and neutrons). 

Several laboratories have recently investigated cell killing effects due 

to combined low- and high-LET radiations, extending the earlier work by 

Barendsen et al. (1960) and Todd (1973). All reports using fast neutrons and 

x- rays or y-rays demonstrate that cells exposed to the two radiation types 

spaced only a few minutes apart, exhibit a greater cell death than that 

expected on the basis of the independent action of each radiation alone. 

Furthermore, with one exception (Durand and Olive, 1976), the majority of the 

reports showed that the interaction between neutron-induced damage and x-ray 
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induced damage diminishes with the time that separates the two irradiations 

(Masuda, 1970; Railton et al., 1975; Ngo et al., 1977a; and Hornsey et al., 

1977). Attempts to understand the mechanisms underlying the interactive effect 

observed with fast neutrons and x or y rays is hampered by the relatively broad 

spectrum in LET generally associated with the neutron beams. Katz and Sharma 

(1974) suggested that the damage responsible for interaction was due to the 

"r-kill" component associated with fast neutrons. Presumably the "y-kill" 

component is low LET in nature. However, this hypothesis was not supported by 

the work of Ngo et al. (1977a) who used a fission neutron source in which y ray 

contamination was reduced to approximately 3 percent of the total dose. 

One important question in radiobiology is whether high-LET radiation and 

low-LET radiation act independently in inhibiting cell proliferation. 

Barendsen et al. (1960) and Todd (1973) concluded earlier that the two types 

of radiation kill cells by independent actions. This problem is also pertinent 

to the basic question as to whether or not high-LET particles cause only 

irreversible lethal lesions in cells. Ngo et al. (1981) have addressed these 

questions using x rays and heavy charged particles of which the LET spectrum 

is more well defined than a cyclotron-produced fast neutron beam. Moreover, 

particles of a variety of specific mean LET values could be examined wi~h 

regard to their interaction with low-LET radiation. 

A Chinese hamster lung fibroblast V-79 cell line was used in their study. 

They found that charged particles such as neon ions with a mean LET of 

183 keV/~m and x rays each produce damage that interacts with the other (see 

left panels of Figure 20), despite the fact that the neon-alone survival curve 

was exponential in appearance. This finding led them to suggest that low- and 

high-LET radiations act by a synergistic mode, rather than by independent 
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Figure 20 Combined high- and low-LET radiation effects on asynchronous V79 
cell survival. 

Upper left panel: Survival data of V79 cells irradiated first with 
a priming dose of neon ions as indicated, and subsequently with 
graded doses of X rays. Cells were incubated at ice temperatures 
shortly before neon-ion irradiation and between neon-ion and 
X irradiation. The survival curves are the best fits to the data 
points obtained by the procedure described in the text. The c~rve 
with no data points is the X ray survival curve. N denotes averaged 
cell multiplicity. 

Upper right panel: Survival data of V79 cells irradiated with neon 
ions alone or with graded doses of X rays at varius time intervals 
after single doses of neon ions. The times indicated represent the 
incubation intervals at 37°C between the neon-ion and X ray 
exposures. For the 0 hr interval, the cultures were handled by the 
same procedures described for the upper left panel. 

Lower left panel: Survival data of V79 cells plotted as a function 
of the neon-ion dose. Data for the two lower survival curves were 
obtained when cells were first irradiated with a primary X-ray dose 
shortly before graded doses of neon ions. Cultures were maintained 
at ice temperatures shortly before X irradiation and between X and 
neon-ion irradiation. Each survival curve represents the best fit 
of the data to an exponential dose-survival relationship. The 
dotted curves are reproductions of the neon-ion-only curve 
normalized with respect to the surviving fraction due to 500 or 
800 rad of X rays. The dotted curves are given to indicate what 
would be expected if the doses of X rays and neon ions killed cells 
independently. Other details are similar to the figures in the 
upper panels. 

Lower right panel: Survival data of V79 cells irradiated with neon 
ions, with or without a preceding dose (800 rad) of X rays. The 
times indicated are the incubation intervals at 37QC between the 
X ray and argon ion exposures. For 0 hr. the cultures were handled 
by the same procedures described for the other panels. Each 
survival curve and its associated 00 value represent the best fit 
of the data to an exponential dose-survival function. The dashed 
curve is a translation of the neon-only survival curve normalized 
with respect to the surviving fraction due to 800 rad X rays. Thus, 
this curve shows what might be expected when there is no longer an 
interaction between the two radiation treatments. Errors bars 
represent the standard error of the mean. (XBL 791-30178) 
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actions. They further demonstrated that the damage induced by the high~LET 

particle beam involved in the interactive process can be repaired by cells 

(see right panels of Figure 20). Further experiments by Ngo et al. (l980b) 

using x rays and charged particles with LET values ranging from 16 keV/um up 

to 1800 keV/um suggest that the conclusions reached from the neon experiment 

were generally applicable to all high-LET radiation qualities. 

The repair of high-LET irrduced damage demonstrated by the combined 

high- and low-LET radiation technique, together with the potentiation of cell 

killing observed with fractionated high-LET particles alone, can be reconciled. 

There appear to be at least two entirely opposite processes in operation after 

dose-fractionation of high-LET radiation, one of which is repair and the other 

is potentiation or sensitization. With cell survival as an end point, one can 

only measure the net effect resulting from these two distinct processes. 

The mechanism underlying the synergistic effect between high- and low-LET 

radiation was also studied by Ngo et al. (1980b) with partially synchronized 

cell populations. Their data indicate that cells in late S phase exhibit a 

greater synergistic effect than those in G1, G1ts, or G2• These findings 

suggest that the interaction appears to be related to the inhibition of the 

radiation damage repair capacity of cells. More work is required before this 

conclusion can be substantiated. 

Basic radiobiological research designed to explore the usefulness of mixed 

LET beams is still limited, despite the fact that this clinical approach has 

been underway at a few neutron centers for several years. The differential 

interactive cell killing effect throughout the cell-cycle stages, if generally 

proven, would be a built-in therapeutic advantage for fast neutrons, high 

energy heavy ions, and pions because these particle beams consist of mixed 
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radiation qualitites. This advantage would be anticipated only if tumor cells 

were rapidly proliferating, with the probability that these cells would be in 

S phase (where the potentiation of high~ and low-LET radiation killing is 

greatest), and if the cells of the surroundin~ normal tissues were in G0 or 

Gl stage (where presumably the potentiation would be minimal). 

The potential use of simultaneous exposures of a cancer patient to a 

high-LET source and to photons is limited by the dose size and by how rapidly 

a radiotherapist can deliver a tumor dose with high-LET particles and photons. 

If a dose of high-LET radiation were given first, the subsequent low-LET 

radiation dose ideally should follow immediately or within a few minutes in 

order to achieve a maximum synergistic effect. This means that a photon source 

has to be in the vicinity of a high-LET beam. At the present time, the only 

neutron center that provides this capabilty is the Cleveland Clinic neutron 

facility. The existing heavy ion facility at Berkeley and the few pion centers 

around the world can also provide this option by using the Bragg plateau 

region as a low-LET source. 

Radiation-induced synchronization by high-LET modalities is another 

potential advantage afforded by combined radiation therapy. The reason for 

this stems from the observation that high-LET particles (including neutrons, 

particles, and heavy ions) are more effective in accumulating proliferating 

cells in G2 stage, which are known to be more sensitive to x rays than an 

asynchronous cell population (Schneider and Whitmore, 1963; Ngo et al., 1977b; 

Lucke-Huhle et al., 1979; Blakely et al., 1980c; and Raju et al., 1980a). The 

problem is, however, to determine when the maximum number of G2 cells occur 

in any given tumor following a high-LET radiation dosage. For Chinese hamster 

V-79 cells in vitro, this time is about 7 to 9 hours as reported by Lucke-Huhle 
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et al. (1979) and by Ngo in Blakely et al. (1980c). Clearly, much work in 

this area is needed. 

5. Repair of Potentially lethal Damage 

a. Delayed Plating 

The presence of potentially lethal damage (PLD) caused by ionizing 

radiation is usually implied by the change in survival when the cultivation 

conditions are altered after irradiation (Phillips and Tolmach, 1966; Little, 

1971). Information regarding heavy~ion induced PLD is limited in the 

literature. Lyman and Haynes (1967), using a delayed plating technique, 

reported that diploid yeast cells, ~· cerevisiae, repair PLD following x rays, 

4He, 12c, or 20Ne irradiation in a manner that is independent of LET. 

The radiation qualities of these particles were described as 0.2 keV/~m for 

50 kVp x-rays, 9.9 MeV/u (18 keV/~m) for 4He, 9.1 MeV/u (176.5 keV/~m) for 

. 12c, and 8.2 MeV/u (492 keV/~m) for ZONe. The charged particles were 

produced at the Berkeley HILAC. 

Experiments designed to study PLD following heavy-ion irradiation in 

mammalian cells were not available until recently. Two assay methods were 

adopted to investigate this problem. Yang in Ngo et al. (1980a) studied repair 

of PLD in delayed plating experiments in mouse 10T-1/2 cells which were 

irradiated in a confluent or plateau phase. Figure 21 shows the change in 

survival with postirradiation time in a confluent state after 225 kVp x rays 

and 570 MeV/u argon ions. The increase in survival with time for each 

radiation indicates that these cells repair PLD, despite the difference in 

radiation quality between x rays and the 40A particles. Yang then compared 

the amount of PLD repair at 24 hours postirradiation for x rays, 12c, 20Ne, 

and 40A ions. These experiments usually involved measurement of whole 

dose-survival curves, and a typical set of data is demonstrated in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 Repair kinetics of potentially lethal damage measured by delayed 
plating techniques in confluent C3Hl0Tl/2 cells. 

Upper left panel: PLD repair after x-ray irradiation. 

Upper ri~ht panel: PLD repair after plateau 570 MeV/u argon ion 
irradiat1on. 

Lower left panel: Whole survival curves demonstrating cell killing 
measured when confluent C3Hl0Tl/2 cells are plated immediately after 
irradiation. 

Lower right panel: Whole survival curves demonstrating repair of 
PLD when C3Hl0Tl/2 cells are plated 24 hrs. after irradiation. 
(From: Ngo et al., 1980a). (XBL 807-106568) 
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A summary of the results from this investigation is given in Table III. 

It is evident from the repair factors shown in Table III that the amount of PLD 

repair in the 1011/2 cells is quantitatively the same for x rays as for each 

of the heavy~ion beams with LET values ranging from 10 keV/~m to 105 keV/~m. 

Note that these particle beams are considered high-energy beams~ but that 

appreciable nuclear fragments are by-products from the primary particles. 

However~ no repair of PLD was measurable when the cells were irradiated with 

an argon beam having a lower initial energy (8~3 MeV/u) and therefore no 

fragmentation events, but a higher LET (1800 keV/~m). 

b. Del of Tumors In Situ 

Repair of potentially lethal damage has been evaluated in vitro following 

in situ heavy ion irradiation of three different tumor systems. Wheeler et al. 

(1980) found that the extent of recovery from PLD in 9L rat gliosarcoma cells 

irradiated intracerebrally with carbon ions (mid 4-cm Bragg peak of a 400 MeV/u 

beam) and held in situ for up to 24 hr was virtually identical to that observed 

after irradiation with X rays. Guichard et al. (1982) measured the response 

of human Na11 melanomas growing in nude mice exposed to neon ions (mid 10-cm 

Bragg peak of a 557 MeV/u beam) and found the repair of PLD after 6 hr and 24 

hr in situ was comparable to that observed after gamma irradiation. They also 

found that the administration of misonidazole could completely inhibit the PLD 

repair following either gamma or extended peak neon ion irradiation (see 

Section IVF). Sakamoto et al. (1983) have measured PLD repair of murine 

epithelioma cells and found that after 6 hr in situ the repair ratio of 3.2 

obtained for 8.0 Gy neon ions (distal 1~cm Bragg peak of a 557 MeV/u beam) was 

significantly lower than the repair ratio of 11.2 observed for an X ray dose 

of 10 Gy. The results of all three tumor studies indicate that there is 
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a difference between the LET dependence of heavy ion effects on the repair of 

PLD of tumor cells in situ and on the repair of SLD observed with cells 

in vitro using extended Bragg peaks (Goldstein et al., 198lb). It appears that 

repair of PLD damage may be diminished only at high LET values as shown by the 

work of Sakamoto et al. (1983) who irradiated in the distal peak of the 

extended Bragg curve and therefore, of the three tumor PLD studies, they were 

using Bragg peak ions of the highest LET. However, differences in the 

biological systems cannot be ignored as an explanation for the different 

degrees of repair. It is of interest to further explore the possible 

differences in various cellular targets for PLD and SLD using particle beams. 

c. Anisotonicity 

Another assay, which was used to investigate the repair of PLD induced by 

heavy ions, involves the treatment of cultured cells with anisotonic solutions. 

This method allows an examination of PLD repair in cells that are in a state 

of active growth, in contrast to the plateau-growth cells used for the previous 

assay. Treatments with hyper- or hypotonic solution at a sublethal dose 

enhance cellular radiosensitivity to x rays or to fast neutrons (Ngo et al., 

1977b). This effect due to anisotonic treatments has been interpreted to be a 

result of inhibition of the repair of radiation-induced PLD. In fact, the 

elegant work of Utsumi and Elkind (1979) led them to conclude that the enhanced 

radioresponse caused by anisotonic solutions was mainly a reduction in the 

repair of PLD, and had little or no effect on the repair of sublethal radiation 

damage. 

Using anisotonic solutions, Ngo et al. (1980a, 1980c) have conducted 

experiments on Chinese hamster V-79 cells to investigate the following 

questions associated with several heavy-ion beams : (1) Does the radiosensiti

zation effect have a sequence dependence for treatment with the anisotonic 
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salt solution and the radiation? (2) How does the sensitization effect vary 

with radiation quality? (3) Can the fraction of cell killing described by a 

single-hit mechanism still be modified by treatment with anisotonicity? 

(4) Does the repair rate of the PLD in question vary with the density of 

ionization? 

For this study, carbon and neon particle beams at the Bevalac were chosen 

with mean LET values of 16, 38, 85, and 183 keV/~m. The anisotonic and 

isotonic solutions were prepared in phosphate buffered solution (PBS) with 

concentrations of NaCl at 0.04 M (hypotonic), 0.5 M (hypertonic), and 0.14 M 

(isotonic). The pH of all the salt solutions· was adjusted to 7.3-7.4, a normal 

pH for the cultured cells. The exposure time of cultures to each salt solution 

was 20 min. at 37°C. The NaCl concentrations for the hypo- and hypertonicitiy 

were selected because each treatment alone was nonlethal, and the radiosensiti

zation effects for cells treated postirradiation with either concentration of 

salt were approximately the same. 

The survival responses of V-79 cells exposed to each radiation and then 

treated with the 0.14 M NaCl/PBS solution are shown in Figure 22A. Control 

treatment of the cells with an isotonic salt solution did not significantly 

alter the radiation response. Figures 228 to 22E demonstrate the effects of 

0.5 M NaCl/PBS, given prior to and continuously until the end of irradiation, 

or given immediately after radiation. The data clearly show that the post

irradiation treatment was more effective than treatment given before and during 

irradiation. These results imply that anisotonicity can effectively inhibit 

the repair process of some radiation-induced lesions after they are formed. 

Furthermore, the dependence of the sensitization effect on the treatment 

sequence suggests that fast radiation chemistry is not necessarily required in 

the inhibition of this repair mechanism. 
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(A) Survival data of V79 cells irradiated with various heavy-ion 
beams of four different LEToo values. The cells were treated with 
isotonic salt/PBS solution for 20 minutes at 37QC postirradiation. 
(B) through (E): The hypertonic solution (0.5 M NaCl/PBS) was given 
before and during irradiation, or immediately after irradiation. 
For each radiation, data obtained from postirradiation treatment 
with isotonic salt solution served as controls. (From: Ngo et al., 
1980). (XBL 806-3387A) 
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In order to quantitatively evaluate the salt effects on the single~hit (low 

dose region) and the multihit (high dose region) inactivations associated with 

the various radiation qualities, Ngo et al. (1980a) further defined the 

enhancement ratios. 

(a)anisotonicity/(a)isotonicity 

and 

where the parameters a and D
0 

were the initial and the final slopes 

respectively, determined from the measured survival curve. 

(13) 

(14) 

Analysis of the change of the enhancement ratios described by Eqs. (13) and 

(14) as a function of LET for postirradiation treatment of hypertonic or 

hypotonic solution has demonstrated that the effects of hypertonicity and 

hypotonicity on the single-hit inactivation appear to be different although the 

relatively large errors inherent in the analysis make it difficult to separate 

the effects at higher LET. It can nevertheless be concluded that the single

hit inactivation (or the initial slope) can be made more sensitive by treatment 

with the hypertonic solution. On the other hand, analysis of the effects of 

the hyper~ and hypotonicity on D
0 

show that the effects of the two treatments 

are indistinguishable, and that this enhancement ratio decreases progressively 

with increasing LET. Thus, these data indicate that the hyper- and hypotonic 

salt treatments inhibit the repair of PLD, the magnitude of which is less for 

higher LET radiations. 

Ngo et al. (1980a) further compared the repair rate of the PLD that becomes 

lethal by hypertonic salt treatments with several radiation qualities: 225 kVp 
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x rays and carbon ions at LET values of 16 and 85 keV/um, respectively. 

Figure 23 shows that the sensitization effect diminished as the time between 

the treatments with radiation and the 0.5 M NaCl/PBS was prolonged. It can be 

assumed that the kinetics of the loss of sensitization represents the repair 

rate associated with the radiation damage. As shown in gure 23, the half 

time of the initial repair was approximately 15 minutes and was essentially 

independent of the quality of the radiation that induced the lesions. These 

repair kinetics are faster than the overall repair times for sublethal damage; 

the latter is known to take several hours to complete. Consequently, one may 

infer that the lesions expressible by salt treatments are different from 

sublethal damage, or at most they are only a fraction of the sublethal damage. 

E. Cell Age Response and Progression Effects 

Variations in the radiosensitivity of cultured mammalian cells at different 

phases of the division cycle have been known since the early 1960s (Tersima and 

Tolmach, 1961, 1963; Sinclair and Morton, 1963, 1965, 1966). It was not, 

however, until the late 1960s and early 1970s that the high LET radiations 

were found to diminish the amplitude of the variation between the most 

sensitive and the most resistant phases. This effect has been observed with 

fast neutrons (Sinclair, 1970; Hall, 1969; Masuda, 1971; Hall et al., 1975; 

Sapozink and Djordjevic, 1974; Gragg et al., 1978), with alpha particles from 

an isotonic source (Hall et al., 1972; Raju et al., 1975}, with pions (Raju 

et al., 1978d,e), with helium ions (Bird et al., 1980) and with heavy-ion 

particle beams {Skarsgard 1967; Elkind, 1970; Bird, 1972; Bird and Burki, 

1971, 1975; Bird et al., 1980; Hall et al., 1977; Raju et al., 1980b). 

Although it is generally agreed that the variation in radiosensitivity to 

high-LET radiation is reduced compared to that observed for x rays, there are 
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Figure 23 PLD repair kinetics for actively growing V79 cells. The PLD can be 
made lethal by hypertonic salt treatments. Comparisons are made 
between X-rays. carbon plateau (A), and carbon peak region (F) at 
doses as indicated. (From: Ngo et al., 1980a,) (XBL 805-3346) 
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not sufficient data in the literature to make quantitative comparisons as to 

the dose, LET and cell-line dependence of the reduction. Complicating these 

studies is evidence that differences in age response can occur when comparisons 

are made between cells that have been synchronized by various methods (Raju 

et al., 1975). More systematic studies are needed to establish the LET 

dependence of the cell age reduction phenomenon. 

The cellular age response to low-LET radiations can be generalized into 

two forms: one for cells with a short G1 phase, and one for cells with a 

long G1 phase (Sinclair, 1972). Both forms show a similar response at cell 

cycle ages beyond the sensitive G1ts interface, through a maximally resistant 

late S phase, and finally a sensitive G2 and M population. However, in 

those cells with a long G1 phase, there is an additional radioresistance 

early in G1 that declines at the G1/S transition to a value about equal to 

that for mitotic cells. 

Bird and Burki (1975) suggested that the reduction of cell cycle variation 

in survival for Chinese hamster cells is a gradually decreasing function of 

LET. They calculated the percent variation in the radioresponse through the 

cell cycle as the ratio of the maximum and minimum surviving fraction for a 

single dose. To compare radiations, they selected the dose for each radiation 

that resulted in the same minimum surviving fraction. Their analysis included 

their own work as well as that of several investigators. The age variation in 

radioresponse was greatest for x rays and decreased with increasing LET. At 

LET values greater than 200 keV/~m, the age response was invariant. This does 

not agree with the earlier results of Skarsgard et al. (1966) who used low 

energy oxygen ions, or recent work by Bird et a1. (1980) with protons, 

deuterons, and helium-3 ions, both of which demonstrated an age response 
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variation at LET values near 200 keV/~m. The explanation for this discrepancy 

is unknown; however, the cell synchronization techniques were not uniform. 

Most reports that demonstrate a reduced age variation with high~LET 

radiation indicate that the variation seen is qualitatively similar to x rays. 

However, there is conflicting evidence for this point. Skarsgard et al. (1966) 

found that hamster cells in late S phase were most resistant to boron 

(126 keV/~m) and carbon ions (190 keV/~m), but that cells in G2 were most 

resistant to oxygen (350 keV/~m) and neon ions (560 keV/~m). Raju et al. 

(1975) using alpha particles (LET= 125 keV/~m), have found that cells are most 

sensitive to particle irradiation in S phase, whereas the peak of radioresis~ 

tance appears to be in G2 or early G1• These qualitative changes in 

radiosensitivity of various stages of the cell cycle in these two reports of 

particle irradiations, compared to similar x ray data, have not been explained. 

Bevalac beams have been used to examine quantitative and qualitative 

reductions in the age response. Chapman (1980) studied inactivation of mitotic 

G1-phase and stationary phase Chinese hamster cells as a function of LET for 

x rays, helium, carbon, neon, and argon beams. Figure 24 is the best fitted a 

parameter for these cell phases plotted versus median LET from linear quadratic 

analyses of the survival data. The values of a are most different for the 

three cell ages at low LET, and are most similar at high LET (-100 keV/~m). 

The age response of synchronized Chinese hamster V~79 lung and Chinese 

hamster ovary cells have both been studied in more detail at various ages 

through the cell cycle using high energy Bevalac argon ion beams. Hall et al. 

(1977), using hydroxyurea-induced synchrony, observed a reduction of the 

seventeen-fold age-variation x-ray response to a factor of two with pristine 

429 MeV/u Bragg peak argon ion irradiation. Qualitatively they found the 
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Figure 24 Single-hit inactivation coefficients for homogeneous populations of 
mitotic, G1-phase, and stationary phase Chinese hamster cells 
irradiated with 220 kVp x-rays and various charged-particle beams as 
a function of median LET in units of keV/~m. (From: Chapman, 
1981.) (XBL 819-4965) 
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pattern of the age response to 8 Gy of x rays and 4.11 gray of argon ions to 

be similar (see left panel, Figure 25). Raju et al. (1980b) using a dual 

synchronization method of mitotic selection followed by treatment with 

hydroxyurea, obtained a twenty-five fold extreme age variation to 9 Gy of 

x rays, and an insignificant age response with cells from the same population 

exposed to 4 Gy of distal extended 4-cm Bragg peak argon 550 MeV/u ions (right 

panel, Figure 25). 

Ngo in Blakely et al. (1980c) measured cell age responses of synchronized 

Chinese hamster V-79 cells to 225 kVp x rays or 425 MeV/u Bragg peak neon ions 

(234 keV/um). These data which are presented in the upper panels of Figure 26, 

were taken from a single experiment in which the cell growth after mitotic 

selection was controlled identically for both x and neon irradiations. The 

results in the left upper panel of Figure 26 show that at doses of x rays and 

neon ions that yield approximately identical killing of G1 cells, the 

amplitude of the survival variation throughout the cell cycle for x rays is 

approximately 1.5 times greater than for neon. 

The cell-cycle variation amplitude (the difference in survival between the 

most radioresistant and the most radiosensitive phases of the cell cycle) 

increases with increasing dose of both x rays and neon ions. This point is 

clearly demonstrated in the upper right hand panel of Figure 26 where cells 

from the same mitotic population were used to obtain whole survival curves at 

G1 ts and late S phase after irradiation with either neon ions or x rays. 

Per unit of absorbed dose, the difference in survival response between the two 

ages is approximately the same for both radiations; however, at doses of each 

radiation that give the same level of cell killing, the difference in survival 
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Figure 25 Left panel, top: Response of synchronized Chinese hamster V79 cells 
to a dose of either 8 Gray of x-rays or 4.11 Gray of unmodified 
Bragg peak argon ions with an initial energy of 429 MeV/u. The 
cells were irradiated at various times after synchronization with 
hydroxyurea. 

Left panel, bottom: The multiplicity, or average number of cells 
per colony forming unit, as a function of time after 
synchronization. (From: Hall et al., 1977.) 

Right panel: Synchronized Chinese hamster ovary cell survival after 
exposure to 9 Gray of x-rays or 4 Gray of 4-cm extended peak argon 
ions are plotted as a function of time after release from 
hydroxyurea. The argon data points were measured with a beam having 
an initial energy of 550 MeV/u. Each point represents the average 
survival of three exposures. The error bars show one standard 
deviation. The dashed line represents the average survival level of 
all argon-ion data points. The solid line shows the trend of 
variation for x rays. (From: Raju et al., 1980b). (XBL 819-4962) 
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response between the two ages is much reduced for neon compared to x rays. 

This is consistent with the concept that the cell-age response variation at 

comparable cell survival levels decreases with increasing LET because S phase 

cells generally have a greater RBE relative to x rays than do G1ts phase 

cells, especially at low dose. 

Ngo in Blakely et al. (1980c) has also measured the V-79 cell age response 

at lower and higher LET values than the Bragg peak neon data. Bragg plateau 

570 MeV/u Bevalac argon ions at 117 keV/~m gave age variation reductions 

similar to the neon data. Bragg peak, low-energy (8.5 MeV/u) argon ions 

accelerated at the super HILAC (1800 keV/um) yielded exponential survival 

curves, but were clearly in the '1overkill" region of killing effectiveness. 

The amplitude of the SuperHILAC argon response was virtually flat. 

The age response of synchronized human kidney cells to Bragg peak argon 

ions is presented in the lower panels of Figure 26 (Blakely et al., 1980c). The 

argon survival curves are exponential at 245 keV/um and show a major reduction 

in differences between cells of different ages compared to those seen at 

low-LET (data not shown). The amplitude of the argon age response shows some 

structure, but is quite flat in contrast to published studies of x ray age 

response with T-1 cells (Vas et al., 1966). S-phase cells are the most 

radioresistant, and the G1;s boundary appears to be the most radiosensitive 

phase. 

In addition to studies of cell age radiosensitivity using the clonogenic 

capacity of the irradiated cell as an end point, division delay and/or G2 
block induced by high-LET radiations have also been studied with neutrons 

(Schneider and Whitmore, 1963; Ngo et al., 1977b), with pions (Schlag et al., 
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Figure 26 Upper left panel: Radiation response of synchronized Chinese 
hamster V79 cells to 225 kVp x rays and Bragg peak 425 MeV/u neon 
ions. Age response for 5.5 and 8.5 Gray of x rays, and 3.3 and 4.7 
Gray of Bragg peak neon ions. 

Upper right panel: Survival dose-response of synchronized G1/S 
(2.5 h) and late S (7 h) phase Chinese hamster V79 cells to x rays 
and Bragg peak neon ions (same cell population as cells in upper 
left panel). 

Lower left panel: Radiation response of synchronized human kidney 
T-1 cells to Bragg peak 570 MeV/u argon ions. Age response for 1.87 
and 4.62 Gray of Bragg peak argon ions. 

Lower right panel: Survival dose response of synchronized (Gl, 
G1/S, S, Gz) human kidney cells to Bragg peak argon ions 
determined in the same cell population as shown in lower left 
figure. (From: Blakely et al., 1980c). (XBL 794-9460A) 
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1978), with alpha particles (Raju et al., 1980a), and with heavy~ion beams 

(Skarsgard, 1964, 1967; Lucke-Huhle et al., 1979; Collyn-d'Hooghe et al., 

1981). 

Lucke-Huhle et al. (1979) quantitatively measured cell cycle progression 

effects induced by high-energy monoenergetic heavy ions at the Bevalac using 

Chinese hamster V-79 monolayers in track segment experiments. They observed a 

profound G2 block that had a LET dependence similar to the cell killing end 

point, but with a greater biological effectiveness (Figure 27). An example of 

the profound G2 block measured after 4.0 gray of carbon peak ions is given in 

the upper panels of Figure 27. In contrast to gamma and x rays, they found 

heavy ions did not affect cell traversal through the G1 and S phase. 

Schlag and LUcke-Huhle (1981) have extended their analysis of high LET 

effects on cell progression to include a recent study of the influence of 

ionization density on DNA synthesis. Both 241Am ~-particles and 60co-y-rays 

caused a depressed rate of DNA synthesis in V-79 cells; however, the ~-particle 

lesion did not prolong the duration of S phase as was observed during the first 

four hours after gamma rays. Thus, ~-particles were similar to peak pions 

(Schlag et al., 1978) and high-LET neon ions (Lucke-Huhle et al., 1979) in 

this respect. 

Contrary results were obtained by Raju et al. (1980a) who found that 

exposure to 238Pu ~-particles did result in a longer retention of Chinese 

hamster V-79 cells in late S phase than that observed for cells exposed to 

x rays. For a given survival dose, the S phase specific retention caused the 

mitotic accumulation to occur later in ~-irradiated cells than in cells exposed 
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Figure 27 Upper panel: DNA histogram from CH-V79 cells after 1, 2 and 4 Gray 
of 400 MeV/u carbon ions at different positions of beam range. 

Lower left panel: RBE values for G2 + M block in CH-V79 cells 
plotted against ionization density expressed as LEToo for 12c, 
20Ne. and 40Ar. 

Lower right panel: Relationship between the block in G2 + M and 
CH-V79 cell killing for x rays (X), carbon ions at positions A, C, 
0, F and neon ions at position A(n) and O(N). (From: L"ucke-H.uhle 
et al., 1979). (XBL 819-49678) 
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to x rays. Autoradiographic evidence of Schlag and lucke-Huhle (1981) 

indicates that 8-10 hours after irradiation with a-particles, a fraction of 

cells which presumably were exposed during G1 or early S phase do become 

delayed in S phase. They concluded that such a late and dose-dependent delay 

is in agreement with the observations of Raju et al. (1980a) at higher doses 

and is not seen after 60co-irradiation. 

Pulse labeled mitoses (PLM) experiments have been done with Bevalac carbon 

and neon beams using the V-79 hamster cells (Blakely et al., l980c). The lower 

left panel of Figure 28 summarizes the specific G2 + M delay examined as a 

function of dose for both x rays and heavy ion experiments. The data are 

preliminary, but indicate a linear dose response. The slope of the x-ray curve 

is about 0.2 min/rad. The slope of the dotted line drawn through the single 

carbon plateau point is very similar (close to 0.2) which would be expected 

since carbon plateau ions have a low LET value of 11 keV/vm. Despite the 

almost identical survival curves obtained with the neon and carbon peak ions, 

the slopes of the lines for the mitotic delay end point are slightly different 

for the two ions (0.8 min/rad for neon and 0.6 min/rd for carbon). With this 

type of plot it is possible to calculate an RBE value for the G2 +mitotic 

delay induced by the particle beams by taking the ratio of doses of x ray and 

of the particle beam that yield the same level of effect. This has been done 

at several levels of G2 + M delay and the results are plotted in the upper 

panel of Figure 28. 

Figure 28 shows RBE as a function of heavy-ion dose for the two end points 

(G2 +mitotic delay and cell killing). The top two lines on the figure 

indicate that the RBE for the delay end point is independent of heavy ion dose 

in the dose region studied. This reflects the linear relationship between the 
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Figure 28 Upper panel: RBE for two end points (CH-V79 cell survival and 
Gz + M delay) versus heavy ion dose. Survival data show the 
response of asynchronous and late S phase cells to Bragg peak 
403 MeV/u carbon ions and 429 MeV/u neon ions. 

Lower left panel: Duration of Gz +mitotic delay in CH-V79 cells 
as a function of dose of 225 kVp X rays (X); Bragg plateau 400 MeV/u 
carbon ions (C); Bragg peak 403 MeV/u carbon ions (C); or Bragg peak 
429 MeV I u neon ions ( Ne). 

Lower right panel: RBE for two end points (CH-V79 cell survival at 
50 percent and 10 percent, Gz + M delay) versus mean track average 
LET (keV/um). Data are taken from carbon, 425-429 MeV/u neon, and 
570

00

MeV/u argon ions beams. (From: Blakely et al., 1980c). (XBL 
805-3368A) 
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x ray and heavy-ion dose response of the G2 + M delay. The effect is the 

same at all delay levels studied, with the RBE for the neon peak observed as 

greater than th for the carbon peak. In contrast, the lowest lines on the 

figure demonstrate that the RBE for cell killing has a dose dependence, with a 

higher RBE at low-dose for asynchronous cells irradiated with the neon or 

carbon peak ions. Cell killing for synchronized late S phase V-79 cells was 

measured in separate experiments (Ngo, in Blakely et al., 1980c). The S phase 

RBE data are more representative of the population followed in the PLM 

experiments. The S phase cells are more x-ray radioresistant, and the RBE for 

the synchronized population is greater than that seen for the asynchronous 

population. The RBE for G2 +mitotic delay is greater than the RBE for cell 

killing, especially at high doses and even at doses that give equivalent cell 

killing. 

The lower right panel of Figure 28 is a plot of RBE at 50 percent and 

10 percent survival as a function of mean average LET. The data are based on 

carbon~ neon, and argon ion experiments. A single curve has been drawn through 

all the points, although there is evidence (Blakely et al., 1979) to indicate 

it is more appropriate to draw a line through the data from each ion at LET 

values above 100 keV/um. To simplify the discussion, this has not been done. 

Carbon and neon at 85 and 234 keV/um, respectively, yield the same RBE for cell 

killing because these data appear to lie on equal sides of a peak in the RBE 

curve. The open triangles show the LET dependence of RBE for the G2 + M 

delay. A straight line has been drawn through the delay data points, but 

results at more LET values need to be examined. The maximum RBE of the 

G2 + M delay may have been missed by not examining an LET of 100 keV/um~ or 

perhaps it may peak at a greater LET than the cell killing end point. 
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Skarsgard (1967) using Chinese hamster cells (CH2B 2) and low~energy 

heavy~ion beams of helium, lithium, oxygen, boron, and carbon has shown that 

the RBE values for mitotic delay, chromatid exchanges, and cellular survival 

all reach maxima at LET values of approximately 150 to 200 keV/~m, and then 

fall off for higher values of LET. Skarsgard used higher doses for his RBE 

determination for mitotic delay than did Blakely et al., 1980c; however, their 

RBE values for G2 + M delay are similar to his, with both sets of data 

reaching a maximum of about 4.0 to 5.0. 

In contrast to Skarsgard•s results, however, Blakely et al. (1980c) did 

not see an exponential dose dependence for mitotic delay. They saw a linear 

dose response, similar to that seen by Lucke-Huhle et al. (1979}. The latter 

authors used the flow cytometry {FCM) method to analyze the number of cells 

arrested in G2 + M, and observed similar (i.e., 4.4 to 4.7) RBE values for 

carbon 400 MeV/u and neon 425 MeV/u Bragg peak Beva1ac beams when the RBE was 

calculated as a ratio of the slopes of the plots of maximum number of 

accumulated G2 + M cells vs. dose. They obtained even higher values (i.e., 

8.3 for carbon peak) when they calculated the RBE by comparing doses yielding 

50 percent of the maximum number of cells in G2 + M at 8 hours after 

irradiation. These differences may be a result of the fact that the FCM 

technique scores all cells in the G2 + M block no matter at which stage the 

irradiation or block occurred, whereas the PLM technique only scores the 

G2 + M block incurred by cells in S phase at the time of irradiation. Using 

PLM techniques, Geard (1980) studied cell cycle progression of Chinese hamster 

V-79 cells irradiated with helium ions of various energies and found that 

radiation-induced delays of cellular progression through the cell cycle are 

optimally affected by particles depositing about 100 keV/~m. 
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The PLM curves of Blakely et al. (1980c) for x ray or heavy-ion irradiated 

V-79 cells indicate th within the resolution of the curve fits made by eye~ 

there is no obvious increase in the duration of the S phase subsequent to 

irradiation. This observation appears to support the heavy~ion results of 

Luck~Huhle et a1. (1979) and the pion results of Schlag et a1. (1978), 

however, PLM curves are not the most sensitive way to estimate S phase delay. 

The PLM studies of Geard (1980) show only ~ slight, and probably not a 

significant~ increase in the duration of S phase after irradiation with helium 

ions, even LET values between 63 and 138 keV/~m. In contrast, Raju et al. 

(1980a) using FCM techniques, concluded that there was a significant 

prolongation of the S phase of V-79 cells irradiated with alpha particles 

compared to comparable cell killing doses of x rays. Work is needed to 

resolve th~se differences, and to elucidate the mechanism of the G2 block 

and division delay for low and high LET radiations. 

F. Radiosensitizers and Radioprotectors 

Oxygen is a potent radiosensitizer~ but as described in Section IVB, 

modification by oxygen of the radiation response of mammalian cells diminishes 

as LET is increased, and disappears within the limits of the experimental error 

at around 250 keV/um. This has been demonstrated with charged particle beams 

of both low initial energy {Todd, 1967; Barendsen et al., 1966) and of high 

initial energy (Blakely et al., 1979). The explanation for the diminishing OER 

with increasing LET is thought to be most likely due to the dense production 

of free radicals at high LET. This results in increased radical-radical inter

actions and a diminished importance of DNA free-radical interactions with 

reactive chemical species like o2 in the environment of the cell (Alper and 

Howar~Flanders, 1956; Brustad, 1962). This explanation is being evaluated in 
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view of recent studies with glutathione deficient human fibroblasts which have 

a very reduced OER with x rays (Endgren et al., 1980; Midander, 1982), 

presumably due to the inability of the endogenous sulfhydryl compounds under 

hypoxia to restore the low LET radiation-induced lesions in DNA. One may 

expect that these cells would also be unable to restore high-LET radiation

induced lesions. 

Other radiosensitizers have been used to examine mechanistic questions 

regarding modification of high LET damage. Tym and Todd (1964), for example, 

found that the sensitization to the lethal effects of ionizing radiation by 

halogenated pyrimidines incorporated into DNA that they observed with low LET 

x rays and also at 25 keV/~m with helium ions was eliminated at LET values 

greater than 220 keV/~m with carbon ions. At LET values that yielded survival 

curves with a shoulder, it was possible to increase the radiosensitivity with 

these agents. However, where high LET radiation yielded an exponential 

survival curve, these agents were ineffective. 

The broadening of the LET distribution in the extended Bragg peak of a 

heavy ion beam with the use of a spiral ridge filter for therapeutic treatment 

increases the amount of low-LET modifiable damage (see Section III B). 

Although the OER is greatly diminished at high LET in the Bragg peak of 

pristine Bevalac beams, as described above in Section IV C, the use of the 

spiral ridge filters increases the OER across extended Bragg peak regions. It 

therefore became of clinical interest to examine the extent of additional 

radiosensitization of hypoxic cells which would be achievable with the combined 

use of hypoxic sensitizers and heavy ion beams with extended peaks. 

Drugs which have been studied include metronidazole (Chapman et al., 1977, 

1978), misonidazole (Chapman et al., 1977, 1978; Tenforde et al., 1981b; 
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Guichard et al., 1982), R0~07-0741 (Chapman et al., 1978) and desmethylmisoni~ 

dazole (Tenforde et al., 1982b). 

Table IV summarizes the in vitro mammalian cell work of Chapman et al. 

(1978) with 5 mM concentrations of three different radiosensitizers and four 

charged particle beams. The results show that hypoxic cell sensitizers can 

further reduce the low OERs obtained with high LET radiations. This point has 

also been demonstrated for other high LET radiation modalities including 

neutrons (Hall et al., 1975; Denekamp et al., 1977), alpha particles (Raju 

et al., 1977), and pions (Raju et al., 1978f). 

Rat rhabdomyosarcoma tumor growth delay studie~ with hypoxic cell 

sensitizers in vivo have confirmed the in vitro sensitizer work by 

demonstrating that administration of misonidazole in combination with either 

single or fractionated doses of carbon-ion or neon-ion radiation in the narrow 

4-cm extended Bragg peak can result in enhancement ratios of 1.1 - 1.3 

(Tenforde et al., 198lb). In addition, single doses of misonidazo1e have been 

demonstrated to completely inhibit PLD repair by human melanoma tumors 

transplanted into nude mice after Bragg peak neon ion irradiations (Guichard 

et al., 1982). 

The degree of sensitization of hypoxic cell sensitizers is of course 

dependent on the drug concentration in the tumor. Recent tumor growth delay 

work using neon ions has shown that desmethylmisonidazole, which is less 

cytotoxic and therefore can be administerd at a greater concentration 

intraperitoneally, can exert a significantly greater (1.4- 1.5) 

radiosensitizing effect than is feasible with misonidazole (Tenforde et al., 

1982b). The results of all the clinically relevant hypoxic cell sensitizer 

studies indicate the potential improvement in therapeutic gain that can be 
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Table IV. Oxygen Enhancement Ratios* for Chinese Hamster Cells Irradiated with 
250 kVp X rays and Various Heavy Charged-Particle Beams in the 
Presence of Various Hypoxic Cell Sensitizerst 

No SmM SmM 5mM 
Drug Metronidazole Misonidazole Ro-07-0741 

250 kVp X rays 2.8 1.60 1 7 1.17 

Helium ions (8-cm 
spread peak 2.40 1.62 1.30 1.13 

Carbon ions (plateau) 2.55 1.78 1.46 1.23 

Carbon ions (4-cm 
spread peak) 1.65 1.40 1.23 1.15 

Neon ions (4-cm 
spread peak) 1.57 1.10 

Argon ions (4-cm 
spread peak) 1.43 1.28 

* At 10% survival 1 eve 1. 

t From Chapman et al., 1978. 
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achieved in enhancing tumor response with combined treatment of sensitizers 

and high-LET radiation from charged-particle beams. 

In addition to the sensitizer studies that are of clinical interest, there 

have been some more fundamental chemical studies with charged particle beams 

directed toward the mechanism of high-LET damage on cellular systems. Using 

particle beams of H2+, Li3+, c6+, Ne10+, and Ar18+ of initial 

energies from 8.5 to 570 MeV/u, Roots et al. (198Gb, 1981) found that the 

contribution to cell killing by hydroxyl radicals was highly dependent on 

particle velocity and atomic number, but that the results did not correlate 

well with LEToo for the high energy particles. Although, in general, the 

fraction of the total radiation damage caused by hydroxyl radicals decreased 

with increasing LET as has also been shown by others (Brustad, 1962; Manney 

et al., 1963; Takeshita and Sawada, 1974; Singh et al., 1976; Chapman et al., 

1979). In ~he case of the low energy particle beams where fragmentation is 

minimal, the decrease in the extent of hydroxyl-radical induced cell lethality 

with respect to LET, corresponded to the decrease in G(OH) values from 

Vereschinskii and Pikaev (1964) as a function of LET. The data also indicated 

that hydroxyl radical-mediated damage could not be completely eliminated even 

at high-LET values where radical-radical recombination was high. 

Studies of the cellular inactivation by charged particle beams and the 

radioprotection afforded by dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) have also been examined 

(Chapman et al., 1979). Interest in these studies stems from the fact that 

the extent and concentration range for DMSO protection of single and double 

event mechanisms of x ray inactivation (using the linear-quadratic model) have 

been shown to be qualitatively and quantitatively different from each other 

(Reuvers et al., 1973). Since the radioprotection by OMSO has been attributed 
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to its ability to scavenge hydroxyl radicals generated by radiation in the 

vicinity of cellular targets, Chapman et al. (1979) have attempted to titrate 

the relative hydroxyl radical concentration produced at lo-9 sec in various 

charged particle tracks. Use of the Bevalac beams for this purpose is 

somewhat complicated by the presence of a wide distribution of ionization 

densities which result from the primary and secondary particles, as well as 

low LET delta-rays. However, Figure 29 presents a summary of their work with 

synchronized G1 phase Chinese hamster cells comparing the ability of OMSO to 

protect against the single- and double-event mechanisms of cell inactivation 

by x rays and various particle beams. The data show that the proportion of 

single-event lesions protected by various concentrations of DMSO are similar 

for these radiations except for argon ions. DMSO appears to be less effective 

in protecting against the double-event mechanism of carbon and neon ions, and 

is much less effective in protecting against both the single- and double-event 

lesions induced by argon ions. The reduction in the effectiveness of DMSO to 

protect against cell killing as the LET increases is because the fraction of 

the hydroxyl mediated damage decreases with LET as discussed above for the 

track segment studies with ethylene glycol as a radioprotector, using both low 

and high energy charged particles (Roots et al., 1981). 

Sulfhydryl compounds, which protect both by free radical scavenging and by 

chemical restoration of target (DNA) free radicals, have been employed in some 

high LET studies (Barendsen and Walter, 1964; Bird, 1980; Antoku, 1975). In 

similarity to the effects of hydroxyl-radical scavengers, the extent of 

protection by sulfhydryl agent was found to diminish as the LET increased, 

presumably due to the lower hydroxyl yields at high LET as well as due to an 

ineffectiveness of sulfhydryl compounds to restore some types of 
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high-LET-induced lesions. Recent experiments with synchronized Chinese 

hamster cells by Bird (1980) have demonstrated that a high concentration 

(75 mM) of cysteamine can protect against damage from helium ions with LET 

values of 90 or 170 keV/~m. The extent of protection for cells both at the 

G1JS boundary and in late S phase decreased with increased LET but, although 

more than a factor of two reduced compared to x rays, the dose-modifying 

factor was still approximately 1.5 at 170 keV/~m. This shows that high LET 

damage can still be modified by maximal removal of hydroxyl radicals and by 

maximal chemical restoration of the lesions. 

The effects of caffeine on DNA synthesis, cell progression and cell 

survival after exposure to low LET radiation have been examined in detail 

(Tolmach et al., 1977; Walters et al., 1974; Nilsson and Lehmann, 1975, and 

Busse et al., 1977). Caffeine has also been used to test the hypothesis that 

post-irradiation treatment with the drug can enhance the single-hit component 

of cell inactivation of ionizing radiations of both low and high LET (Schroy 

and Todd, 1979a, 1979b; Schroy et al., 1980a, 1980b). Conclusions from work 

with X and y rays and both fast neutrons and high-energy carbon ions indicate 

that caffeine, when present at 2 mM for 60 hr or more after irradiation~ can 

modify the expression of potentially lethal single-hit radiation damage. 

Only one study has been completed to study the effects of hyperthermia 

(41°- 44°C) on high LET radiation damage from Bevalac beams. Gerner and Leith 

(1977) have measured cellular survival parameters after exposure to pristine 

Bragg peak carbon ions (34.1 keV/u) combined with exposures to thermal doses 

administered immediately before irradiation. Gerner et al. (1976) had 

previously found that hyperthermia interacted in a similar manner with 

sublethal x-ray and helium-ion radiation damage, but that elevated temperatures 
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did not potentiate lethal helium-ion damage to the same extent as lethal xray 

damage. The results with the carbon ions showed that hyperthermia and a 

relatively high-LET radiation interacted mainly additively, and not in the 

greater than additive, or synergistic manner that hyperthermia interacts with 

low-LET radiation. It appears from their work that only a small high-LET 

component may be required in combination with hyperthermia to eradicate the 

shoulder region of the single-dose survival curve measured with carbon ions. 

Further work is needed to clearly define the ability of combined treatments 

with hyperthermia and mixed high- and low-LET radiations to limit cellular 

repair and/or expressions of damage. 

In summary, the modification of cellular damage from mixed-LET radiation 

fields by hypoxic cell radiosensitizers has been demonstrated to show promise 

in improving the therapeutic advantages of heavy ions by further diminishing 

the resistance of hypoxic cells, and by eliminating the repair of potentially 

lethal damage. Fundamental cellular studies with unmodified and extended 

Bragg peaks have been done to examine modification of heavy-ion damage by 

chemicals and by hyperthermia. Radiosensitization and radioprotection have 

been demonstrated~ even at very high LET values above 100 keV/um. The extent 

of lethality modifiable by the available concentrations of hydroxyl-radical 

scavengers diminishes as the ionization density increases. In aerobic systems 

the extent of hydroxyl radical induced cell inactivation is about 60 percent 

of the total radiation damage at low LET, but only about 25 percent at high 

LET. In nitrogen saturated cells this percentage is 20 to 25 percent for low 

LET radiation and probably is not changed much with high LET radiation. There 

is some evidence with caffeine and perhaps hyperthermia indicating that 

modification of repair processes can change the expression of high-LET damage. 
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Additional work is needed in the Bragg peak of particle beams of low 

initial energy, or in the plateau of high energy Bevalac beams, both of which 

have more well-defined particle track structure. These studies are important 

for a complete quantitative analysis of the radiation chemistry of particle 

tracks for the purpose of resolving specific effects of the core and penumbra 

and for quantitative correlation with cellular targets. The recent development 

of a theoretical model that can accommodate experimental data of this type 

(Tobias et al., 1980), and also recent discussions of the biochemical conse

quences of the spatial distribution of ionizing radiation-produced free 

radicals (Barendsen, 1979; Goodhead et al., 1980; Chapman and Gillespie, 1981; 

Ward, 1981; Virsik and Harder, 1981), indicate that there are several testable 

hypotheses that can be examined with heavy-ion beams. 

G. Spheroid Studies 

Multicellular spheroids of certain cell lines are known to have an 

increased radioresistance to low-LET radiation compared to survival of cells 

- -in monolayer (Durand and Sutherland, 1975; Dertinger and Lucke-Huhle, 1975). 

The presence of hypoxic cells within the architecture of the spheroid does not 

always completely account for the enhanced survival of the cell irradiated 

while growing in tight three-dimensional contact (Dertinger et al., 1982). 

There are two cell systems that have been used to examine the effects of 

Bevalac charged particle beams on cell killing in multicellular spheroid 

cultures as shown in Figure 30. Lucke-Huhle et al. (1980) using Chinese 

hamster V-79 spheroids and Rodriguez and Alpen (1980, 1981) using rat 9-L 

gliosarcoma spheroids both demonstrated that the increased resistance of 

spheroid cultures due to hypoxia and/or intercellular effects is reduced in 

the Bragg peak of high LET beams of carbon, neon, and argon ion beams compared 
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Figure 30 Upper panel: Survival of V79 spheroid cells after exposure to heavy 
ion beams at a plateau (4) and mid 4-cm extended Bragg peak position 
(8), respectively. Each point represents the mean ±SE. Argon data 
are from one experiment only. For comparison survival after x-ray 
(o) is included. (From: Lucke-Huhle et al., 1980.) 

Lower left panel: Survival curves for 9 L-21 rat brain gliosarcoma 
cells irradiated with x rays as spheroids (O) and as cell 
suspensions (8). The turv~ for spheroid cells represents the pooled 
results for small (100 um) and large (300 um) diameter spheroids. 
Standard deviations are indicated by bars. (From: Rodriguez and 
A 1 pen~ 1981. ) 

Lower right panel: Survival curves for cells irradiated as 
spheroids (o) and cell suspensions (8,6.) in the plateau, proximal, 
mid, and distal portion of the 4-cm spread Bragg peak positions P, 
Q, R, and S) of a 570 MeV/u argon ion beam. (From: Rodriguez and 
Alpen, 1980.) (XBL 797-3640A) 
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Table V. Summary of RBE Values for Monolayers and Spheroids Irradiated with 
Heavy Ions Relative to 225 kVp X rays. 

X ray, 225 kVp 
monolayer 
spheroids 

Carbon, 400 MeV/u 
Plateau 

monolayer 
spheroids 

Mid 4-cm Bragg peak 
monolayer 
spheroids 

425 MeV/u 
ate au 
monolayer 
spheroids 

Mid 4~cm Bragg peak 
monolayer 
spheroids 

Argon, 570 MeV/u 
Mid~ em Bragg peak 

monolayer 
spheroids 

RBE for V-79* 
Survival of 10% 

1.0 
1.0 

1.0 
1.0 

1.8 
4 

1.4 
1.5 

2.4 
4.1 

2.1 
4.1 

* Data are from LUcke-HUhle et a1., 1980. 

t Data are from Rodriguez and Alpen, 1980, 1981. 

RBE for 9-Lt 
Survi va 1 of 10% 

1.0 
1.0 

1.0 
0.97 

1.9 

1.1 
1.2 

2.5 

2.1 
2.2 
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to single cell survival measured after exposure to low LET radiations (x rays) 

or measurements of survival in the plateau of the Bragg ionization curves. As 

shown in Table V, the RBE values for cell killing in the V-79 spheroid system 

irradiated with the 4 em extended Bragg peak were significantly greater than 

the RBE values for cell killing in the 9-L spheroid system. This is thought 

to be due to the fact that the large diameter (390 ~m) V-79 spheroid has an 
0& 1)9 

hypoxic cell fraction (Lucke-Huhle et al., 1980), whereas the 9-L spheroid of 

similar diameter (302 ~m) is reported to be devoid of an hypoxic fraction. 

Both systems demonstrated that heavy ions reduced the radioresistance due to 

intercellular factors within the spheroid. 
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V. APPLICATIONS TO CANCER RESEARCH 

Heavy ions were initially proposed for clinical radiotherapy based on two 

key requirements for effective treatment: (1) to deliver high killing dose to 

a localized tumor target while sparing normal tissue lying in the treatment 

volume, and (2) to reduce the radioresistance of hypoxic cells (i.e. to obtain 

an optimally low OER). 

With the accumulation of additional information on the effects of charged 

particles, other potential therapeutic advantages became apparent including a 

reduction in the efficiency of certain radiation damage repair processes, a 

reduction in the differences in radiosensitivity that are dependent on the cell 

division cycle and increased delays in cell progression. The observation of 

potentiation of cell killing with fractionated heavy ions doses, and with 

combined treatments of high and low LET radiation needs further examination but 

may also be of importance to therapy planning. It also appears that certain 

types of noncycling tumor cells are more sensitive to heavy ions than to low 

LET radiation. Tumor cells that are aneuploid and have larger amounts of DNA 

than normal may also be more sensitive to heavy ions than normal tissue cells. 

In addition there are "interactions" between the cells in contact in spheroids 

and probably in organized tissues that are associated with an increased 

resistance to low LET radiation. These interactions are significantly altered 

by heavy ions. Charged particle beams with high LET values between 10~250 

keV/um can significantly decrease the OER. Several of the additional effects 

described above also occur at high LET values in this range, however, more 

research is needed to correlate these complex processes. 
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The evaluation of therapeutic advantages of heavy ions we have just 

described led to a comparison of each of the beams with other available therapy 

modalities. Using the criterion of the oxygen gain factor and the ratio of the 

biologically effective doses for cellular survival endpoi in vitro, we have 

constructed a vector representation to compare the following radi ions: low

LET sources (gamma and x rays), protons, helium, carbon, neon, silicon, and 

argon ion beams. These plots were made to describe the treatment of two 

targets: a 10 em x 10 c~ field, 4 em deep at 12 em average tissue depth (upper 

panel) and a 10 em x 10 em x 10 em field at 19 em average tissue depth (lower 

panel). 

The most advantageous positions of the figure for therapy are located at 

the upper right quadrant. For the smaller, more shallow target volume (upper 

panel of Fig. 31), it appears that 308 MeV/u carbon is superior in the ratio 

of biologically effective dose, with 425 MeV/u neon, 530 MeV/u silicon and 570 

MeV/u argon falling off to BED ratios that are similar to protons. On the 

other hand, argon (570 MeV/u), and silicon (530 MeV/u) have the best OGF 

advantages, with neon and carbon showing successively less OGF advantage. 

Helium and protons show an enhanced biologically effective dose ratio~ but are 

most similar to the low-LET radiations with respect to OGF, which results in 

their intermediate placement in the vector plot. 

For a larger, deeper tumor (lower panel of Fig. 31), the relative placement 

of each of the therapy modalities is altered, except for the location of the 

187 MeV/u proton and 225 MeV/u helium data. At this range, the effects of 400 

MeV/u carbon and 228 MeV/u helium beams are quite similar. The 557 MeV/u neon 

beam has a somewhat greater OGF advantage. The low-LET modalities have 
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deteriorated considerably in their effective dose ratio. The argon data 

(estimated for a 700 MeV/u beam) and the 670 MeV/u silicon data clearly have 

an advantageous OGF value even at the greater depth. 

Based on this comparison, the best biologically effective depth~dose ratio 

for situations corresponding to therapy needs can be obtained with accelerated 

carbon beams. All other heavy beams tested, as well as pions, are markedly 

better than the effective depth dose ratios achievable with neutrons, x or 

y rays. A significant depression of the OER at the various depths required for 

therapy has been achi~ved with silicon and argon beams, while these beams still 

retained advantageous biologically effective depth dose ratios. The depression 

of the oxygen effect with silicon or argon ion beams is greater than that 

achievable with neutrons or pions, or with heavy ions of lower atomic number. 

The assumptions regarding the importance of oxygenation in the 

radiocurability of human tumors has been under scrutiny (Withers and Suit, 

1974). Recent experimental evidence based on measurements of the local varia

tion in oxygen tension across the width of a spheroid has suggested that a low 

concentration of oxygen is only one of the factors causing degenerative 

changes in the center of spheroids. Gradients also exist in a spheroid for 

nutrients (e.g., glucose), pH and osmolarity, similar to what is expected 

within a tumor (Carlsson et al., 1979). The observation that heavy ions reduce 

the radioresistance due to hypoxia and to intercellular contact needs further 

research but holds additional promise for heavy-ion radiotherapy. 

The accumulated cellular radiobiological data obtained with particle beams 

has demonstrated reasonable predictive value for the response of a limited 

number of human skin nodules irradiated with either carbon, neon, silicon, or 
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argon ion beams (J. R. Castro, private communication). Since the cellular 

experiments were single dose studies and the human skin exposures were done in 

a fractionated schedule, this similarity in biological effect may only be 

fortuitous. Differences between in vitro and in vivo results need to be 

examined in view of the finding in vivo that at the same LET there is not only 

a tissue specific dependence of heavy ion effects on particle atomic number, 

but that the peak efficiency for killing cells of certain tissues (e.g., 

testes) and cells within spheroids may occur at a somewhat lower LET (~lao 

keV/~m) than that found with cells in vitro (-100- 200 keV/~m). For a review 

of the tissue results see Leith et a1., 1983. The resolution of these 

disagreements are of obvious importance. 

Whereas the cellular radiobiological results seem to pinpoint properties 

of particle beams that may be useful for therapy, as we proceed-to clinical 

applications it is important to devise methods to test the efficacy of their 

use in man. Skin irradiations of patients with superficial nodules allow 

quantitation of the responses. Lung tumor nodules are also suitable for 

critical evaluation of depth effects of heavy ion beams. There is an obvious 

need for additional experimental methods to pinpoint the location of hypoxic 

tissues in the body and methods for determining cell proliferation in vivo in 

order to quantitatively assess radiotherapeutic procedures. An evaluation of 

methods for testing the effects of chemotherapeutic agents has recently been 

made (Fidler and White, 1982). Chapman et al. (1981) have also demonstrated 

in animal tumors that radioactively labelled hypoxic cell sensitizers may have 

diagnostic potential for assessing degrees of tumor hypoxia. Another approach 

to making in vivo evaluations by measuring the chemiluminescence of cells 

in vivo has been made by Boveris et al. (1980). Hyperthermia experiments and 
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work with hypoxic cell radiosensitizers indicate that studies with. combined 

modalities continue to be of interest. Although further work is needed, the 

overall conclusion of cellular studies with heavy-ion charged particle beams 

substantiates the conceptual basis for physical and radiobiological advantages 

of accelerated heavy-ion beams for potential cancer therapeutic trials. 
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VI. SUMMARY 

The effects of accelerated heavy charged particles on cellular systems 

in vitro are reviewed and physical characteristics and beam monitoring and 

dosimetry are briefly described. In summarizing this work the following 

general comments can be made: 

1. A variety of cellular systems have been used to examine the biological 

effects of high energy (eg., 308-670 MeV/u) heavy-ion charged particle beams 

of carbon, neon, silicon, and argon. The beams were studied in several 

configurations (e.g., unmodified Bragg peaks, and 4-cm and 10-cm extended Bragg 

peaks) which represented LET distributions extending from 10 to more than 1000 

keV/~m. 

2. Cellular survival dose response measurements under aerobic and hypoxic 

conditions were the major biological end points studied with the particle 

beams. These measurements permitted estimates of OER and RBE values relative 

to x or gamma rays. In monoenergetic beams the RBE continuously increased as 

the residual range decreased until near the end of the range, where within the 

last centimeter, the maximum RBE was reached and then it declined. The OER 

declined along the range of penetration for each particle, and at the Bragg 

peak it was within a few percent near unity. The OER values were less than 

2.0 for the last 6 em of the argon ion beams range studied, and for the last 

4 em of the silicon beam of similar full depth of penetration. 

Radiobiological studies are also reported for beams with extended Bragg 

peaks intended to model dose distributions to be used in therapy. In general, 

the results depend on the method of attenuating and spreading the beam, on the 

construction of spiral ridge filters, and on the depth of the extended Bragg 

peaks. The filters are designed in a first approximation to produce 
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isosurvival across the extended Bragg peak. Because higher RBE values occur 

near the distal end of the treatment volume, and the proximal peak and plateau 

have lesser RBE values~ in that order, filters are constructed to produce 

maximal dose near the proximal end of the extended peak. When isosurvival is 

produced for aerobic cells~ the survival is usually not uniform for hypoxic 

cells. The OGF is highest in the distal region of the extended peaks and 

lowest at the plateau. The weight of the evidence shows that carbon and neon 

beams had greater RBE values in the extended peaks than in the plateau and 

similar OGF advantage for beams of 24 em full range. Argon beams had higher 

RBE values in the plateau and proximal peak than in the distal peak indicating 

that the LET values of particles in the mid and distal peaks were in the 

overkill region of biological effectiveness. Both silicon and argon beams had 

significantly- greater OGF values than were measured for carbon and neon 

beams. Ba~ed on preliminary results, it appears that silicon beams at an 

intermediate atomic number between neon and argon have an LET spectrum that 

(like argon) is superior in reducing the oxygen effect (high OGF), but that 

they also have RBE characteristics more like neon. Silicon may therefore be 

potentially the most useful beam for clinical radiotherapy, especially where 

dual parallel-opposed fields can be used. 

3. Split dose studies of cellular repair of heavy-ion damage indicate that 

repair of sublethal damage is greatly diminished in the Bragg peak of all heavy 

ion beams studied. However, SLO repair does occur in the entrance plateau of 

these beams, and therefore may enhance the therapeutic RBE advantage at depth. 

Similar repair studies in the plateau of the silicon and argon beam have not 

been completed. Two types of repair of potentially lethal damage have been 

evaluated: delayed plating of confluent cells and treatment of exponentially 
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growing cells with anisotonicity. The results indicate that heavy ion beams 

reduce liquid holding repair to a lesser extent than SLD repair, and that each 

treatment with hyper- or hypotonic medium demonstrates different repair 

kinetics and different LET-dependence than liquid holding repair. These 

factors contribute to the complexity involved in identifying the potentially 

lethal lesion. 

4. Potentiation of cell killing has been shown to result from fractiona

tion of heavy ion doses and from rapid sequential irradiation with heavy ions 

and low LET radiation. In experiments with synchronized cells, potentiation 

of cell killing by sequential exposure to low and high LET radiations has been 

shown to be greatest for cells irradiated in S phase. Furthermore, this work 

has substantiated the fact that an apparent single-hit inactivation process, 

as implied by an exponential dose-effect curve, cannot exclude the existence 

of repair processes. 

5. Heavy ions generally reduce the differences observed in the low LET 

radiation response of cells at various stages of the cell division cycle. 

This is evidenced by a heavy-ion induced reduction in the shoulder of the 

survival curve of cells resistant to x rays, and is most marked with argon, 

the heaviest ion studied. Cell progression studies of heavy ion effects have 

demonstrated a marked G2 block that has an LET dependence similar to cell 

killing but a greater biological effectiveness. 

6. The modification of cellular damage from heavy-ion mixed-LET radiation 

fields by hypoxic cell radiosensitizers has been demonstrated, and may improve 

the therapeutic advantages of heavy ions by further diminishing the resistance 

of hypoxic cells and by eliminating the repair of potentially lethal damage. 

Fundamental cellular studies with unmodified and extended Bragg peaks have been 
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done to examine modification of heavy-ion damage by chemicals and by 

hyperthermia. Radiosensitization and radioprotection have been demonstrated, 

even at every high average LET values, above 100 keV/~m. 

7. Bragg peak carbon, neon, and argon ion beams have been shown to reduce 

the radioresistance due to hypoxia and intercellular factors within 

multicellular spheroids. 
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